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of the Board” <SOTA>
SENT: 16.06.14 / 23:23 EDT
TO:REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CC:REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXX
SUBJECT: Welcome to TYPECON2014
On behalf of the SOTA Board of Directors, REDACTEDXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXX when REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTED .
Christopher Slye
Chairman of the Board
The Society of Typographic Aficionados
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*******************************
WEDNESDAY 30 JULY

*******************************
FRIDAY 01 AUGUST

*******************************
SATURDAY 02 AUGUST

*******************************
SUNDAY 03 AUGUST

FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
0900–1630

MAIN PROGRAM

MAIN PROGRAM

MAIN PROGRAM

0800
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open

0800
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open

0830
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open

0830
Opening Remarks

0830
Opening Remarks

0900
Opening Remarks

0840
20th Century Metal Type
Foundry Ephemera
Rob Saunders

0840
David + the Machine
Aaron Bell

0910
Cracking the Code
David Jonathan Ross

0925
The Typography of
George Maciunas
Mila Waldeck

0955
Problems of Adjacency
John Hudson

Writing Type:
Exploring Connections
Between Calligraphy and Type
Jim Wasco & Julian Waters
Glyphs.app for the Pros
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer &
Georg Seifert
Devanagari: Simplifying
the Complex
Rob Keller & Kimya Gandhi
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS: MORNING
0900–1200
Technographic Workshop:
Digital Fabrication
Ashley John Pigford &
Tricia Treacy
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS:
AFTERNOON
1330–1630

0925
Merchant of Alphabets:
2014 Edition
John Collins
1005
Coffee Break
1030
The Uppercase M and the
Rest of the Gang: Crafting Type
at Medium
Marcin Wichary & Dustin Senos
1050
Type in 20: Typo + Photo
Mitch Goldstein

Flourishing Rules
Xandra Zamora
Letterpress Poster Sprint & Print
Lauren Emeritz & Laura Kinneberg
SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Wednesday evening

1110
Codes and Cards: Symbology
from Victorian-Era Calling Cards
Nancy Sharon Collins

Dana Tanamachi
Presented by Type Directors Club

1135
The Romance of Offset
Mark Simonson

*******************************
THURSDAY 31 JULY

1215
Lunch Break
1230
REDACTEDREDAC

FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
0900–1630
The Expressive Brush
Stephen Rapp &
Debi Sementelli
Hebrew Type Design:
Tasting of a Square Script
Liron Lavi Turkenich
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS: MORNING
0900–1200
Watercolor + Handlettering
Amber Goodvin
Between the Letters:
The Business of Being an
Independent Type Designer
Silas Dilworth, Matthew Butterick
& Jackson Cavanaugh
Technographic Workshop:
Letterpress Printing
Ashley John Pigford &
Tricia Treacy
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS:
AFTERNOON
1330–1630
Pen Dance
Mary Hart
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Thursday evening
Tobias Frere-Jones
Presented by SOTA

1400
Designing for Audiences with
Low Literacy Skills
Corinne Nakamura-Rybak &
Jennifer Messenger-Heilbronner
1445
Typography: A Matter of Life
and Death
Richard Hunt
1505
Liberation from Mediocrity, or,
The Freedom of Paying Bills
Hrant Papazian
1525
Greek Yogurt & The Melting Pot of
Food Packaging in America
Terrance Weinzierl
1545
Coffee Break
1600
Issues with Devanagari
Display Type
Sarang Kulkarni
1620
Thinking Typographically
in Design
Brian Warren
1705
SOTA Catalyst Award
& Presentation

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

1035
Coffee Break

1005
Coffee Break

1055
Müller-Brockmann &
Müller-Brockmannesque
Kimberly Elam

1030
Wood Type Teamwork: From
Analog to Digital and Back Again
Mark Jamra
1050
Young Swiss Style: Contemporary
Swiss Graphic Design
Thierry Blancpain
1110
Three Decades of
“Getting Better”
David Lemon
1135
The Look of Sound: Branding &
Marketing of New Technology in
the American Record Industry,
1888–1967
Nick Shinn
1215
Lunch Break
1400
Radical Anecdotes In Search
for Solutions
Liron Lavi Turkenich
1445
The Power of an Alphabet to
Define a Culture
Alice J. Lee
1505
Type at Scale: An Inside Look at
Typography at Facebook
Scott Boms
1525
Coffee Break
1540
The Sans with Contrast:
Seriflessness Across Time
Carl Crossgrove
1620
Zapfino Arabic: A Question of
Slanted Writing
Nadine Chahine

1115
Octagonal Gothic: A Look at
8-Sided Letterforms
Sean King
1135
Efficient Web Type, c. 1556
Kenneth Ormandy
1205
A Collaborative Reference to
Writing Systems
Victor Gaultney
1245
Closing Remarks
1300–1530
REDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTEDREDAC
1315–1500
Type Crit with John Downer,
Akira Kobayashi & Matthew Carter
EVENING EVENT
1900–2200
Ma venitas imus et quas mil
errum fugite volupis aut ut harum
assinvel mo que si optatentor
magnisiti cusande bitiamus apid
modis repeditatet prorrores alite
velibusciet optae ea soluptae.
Optatio. Tem aut verionet voluptin
rem vita qui verum voluptum
volecus maximpo rehent ut dest
et et aliquae volorepedit idio
officiliqui simillab il ipicab iumque
exera apeliquis aut labori asi
optate pre etusoriscit quo dolupta
tiistrum quam ut dolupta quodis
aut id quatior empore nobitaqui
adi rest volutatius.

1645
SOTA Typography Award
Presentation
EVENING EVENT
2030–2300
The Infamous Type Quiz &
Silent Auction
Presented by Monotype
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PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
Pre-conference workshops will be held at the Corcoran
College of Art + Design, Pyramid Atlantic Art Center, and
the Hyatt Regency Washington. Transportation between
workshops and the conference hotel will be provided.
Full day workshops break for lunch 1200–1330.

***************************************
WEDNESDAY, JULY 30TH

FULL-DAY SESSIONS
0900–1630
***************************************
Writing Type: Exploring Connections Between Calligraphy
and Type
Jim Wasco & Julian Waters
Type originally grew directly out of the hand and the pen.
Join master lettering designer Julian Waters, and type
designer Jim Wasco for a full day hand lettering workshop,
experiencing styles of calligraphy responsible for molding
typeface designs over the centuries. This workshop will
provide the fundamentals of lettering and give you that
direct connection between hand lettering/calligraphy and
type. Whether you are just interested in playing around
with letterforms, or an experienced type designer, feel the
roots of early type flow through your own fingers.
Waters will cover chisel nib calligraphic styles including
modern versions of simple Blackletter (Gutenberg etc. in
the north), to Humanist/Roman and Italic (Jenson, Aldus
etc. in the south). Wasco will focus on spring steel nib
Copperplate Calligraphy, the later pointed pen/engraving
period, how that “swelled line” affected Roman forms as
well as the sloped ones … and up to contemporary brush
scripts.

***************************************
Glyphs.app for the Pros
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer & Georg Seifert
Batch-processing, importing VFBs, hinting, using metric
keys for spacing, applying custom parameters, and automating tasks through scripting: in this workshop, type design pros can get all their Glyphs.app questions answered.
Attendees can purchase a Glyphs.app license at a discount
price. Some prior experience in type design or font production required.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops with the following pre-installed software: Mac OS X
10.7 or later; the latest version of Glyphs.app; a text editor
such as TextMate or Sublime Text.
***************************************
REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXX
Velias suntures ut quatur magnate aut liquid quaspidem.
Nam et que porit ut vel molum, earum vent, quatatquam
repudaecta arit, nus prempori nest aditi sint la pra que
velisquiae. Et lati volore latae pre, cus consent que accupta speriberatum res volores tiaturi utemqui nullanti conse
peresequas exero ellores sitenih icillacea sum quibus
unt doluptatem volorep tatio. Et officiducid quam eos et
quasped quis consequunt lis dolorent intius ad eturepu
ditatur aut voluptas ex everum quiam, excerunti dolorio
qui dolupie nduciis es ea nobitatur sit rest quam am quatis
dolori aut quis nos voloris rerum ad quia venisquia quost
quias min et, quam, ut quibusci numquat esciisq uaturerferci nobiti cum fuga. On ressinu llupiet laut maximinciet
vellor aceptaspis doluta volorepudis aut od quam, siti
repercimus, sit odipsam nem earciendes ipis mi, quiaece
pudandandic tempor as in receriatem.
***************************************
Devanagari: Simplifying the Complex
Rob Keller & Kimya Gandhi

As pe ipsam doluptat delest, incient apicillam fugiate
cuptatias molupta tecus.

Experience India’s beautiful and complex Devanagari script
in this full day workshop. Participants will first learn about
all about the script’s history through tons of inspiring
samples before writing, drawing, and creating lettering
of their own. The second half of the day will be all digital,
focusing on the technical aspects of Indic type design and
how we can simplify the complicated process of creating
Devanagari fonts with Glyphs. Prior experience with Glyphs
is helpful but not required.

Express yourself and get your mojo working. Get your
hands dirty with pen and ink, and have fun “writing type”
with Julian and Jim.

Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops with the following pre-installed software: Mac OS X
10.7 or later; the latest version of Glyphs.app.

Equae volut aut repel ipsaecto molutatur am, ut dolest,
sus quos es eaquatet fugit, alitis voluptas ut aut pe perferum fugit, explabo. Git la consendae vitatus doluptature
soluptatur magnimusdae laut dolorem repratio. Et quas dit
estiis eum voluptat.

WORKSHOPS - WED
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***************************************

***************************************

HALF-DAY SESSION: MORNING
0900–1200

Letterpress Poster Sprint & Print
Lauren Emeritz & Laura Kinneberg
Location: Pyramid Atlantic Art Center

***************************************
Technographic Workshop: Digital Fabrication
Ashley John Pigford & Tricia Treacy
Participants will create type-high wood blocks with a CNC
router for letterpress printing. Participants may bring EPS
files of original glyphs/letterforms that they wish to cut into
wood with the CNC router, or create something new in the
workshop. We are specifically asking participants to consider the form, as letters inherently are, as a representation
of a sound. Non-traditional and abstract glyphs are highly
recommended. The workshop will begin with an introduction to the process of creating tool paths for the router
from EPS files, paying special attention to the material
limitations and opportunities that a CNC router bit offers
a designer. Type-high blocks created from this workshop
will be used in the next day workshop, “Technographic
Workshop: Letterpress printing,” however participants may
take the wood glyphs they made home at the end of the
conference.
Urestias rehenis quidemposa velibus, conest, everum aut
alis doluptatest, qui inciene cuptaquam, te arum quiatibus
minis atiam aris eveleserro blaborr orepro omnis sapercienit labora vendiam laboreperis incim sin cus earios
alibus dolum nessitia ium quatur.
***************************************
HALF-DAY SESSIONS: AFTERNOON
1330–1630
***************************************
Flourishing Rules
Xandra Zamora
Fascinating and fabulous, flourishing it up is here to stay.
After learning a few simple rules, we’ll have fun swooping
and swelling lines, learning shapes, understanding placement and exercising muscle memory. You’ll go home with
a sweet folio of pieces that will thrill you and amaze your
friends and family. This workshop is for those of all levels.
Secea es verio corest, volut re none nis di officipsapis
et laute odis numque volupta prerro idusa cus, quassimi,
solupta temposam reprat el molut pel iminciis autemquam, tem voluptaquo opta que simus as deliquatio. Ga.
Aximus aut labores iminust ruptas ius as et fugitae numet
expelecus alitatem quo el isci ulluptatur mi, que dolo ene
voluptassi consediorrum volupta tiurepu dandis nonet
dem quam aliquam et magnimusdae min neceaqui volupta
porum quunt eos pari officim iliquo exceper speriaerum
laceptatenia atuscienis ulpa et, essit liquamet arcienitet
lam consequos repudis voluptas ventur.

WORKSHOPS - WED/THU

Quick! What’s your favorite letter? In this whirlwind, handson workshop, we’ll spring from the gate, each with one
inspirational letterform in mind (ok, or glyph). Then we’ll
make a flurry of sketches. Next, X-acto knives all a-blur,
we’ll get busy cutting amberlith stencils. Then we’ll dive
into the darkroom and make our own photopolymer plates.
On the home stretch, we’ll gang the plates up on Boxcar
bases, fire up the Vandercooks, and print 2-color posters
featuring everyone’s letters. At the end of this madcap
session, participants will have: marveled at the wonders of
handmade polymer, found out what the heck amberlith is
good for, survived 2-color registration, gotten their sweaty
mitts on our Vandercooks, and left with an awesome typographic souvenir! Bring your own typographic inspiration,
sketchbook, pencil, and will to survive. We’ll supply the rest
at Pyramid Atlantic.

***************************************
THURSDAY 31 JULY

FULL-DAY SESSIONS
0900–1630
***************************************
The Expressive Brush
Stephen Rapp & Debi Sementelli
The pointed brush is one of the most elusive writing tools
in a calligrapher’s arsenal. Harboring a capacity for a vast
array of line quality and style has made this tool a favorite for at least 75 years. This class will introduce you to a
few of the most common lettering brushes and different
methods of working with them. We will start using a more
traditional structured approach to gain better control
and proceed to working in a much looser fashion with an
emphasis on movement and rhythm. Various styles will be
demonstrated throughout.
Bus dus min con et et endiand esequam inciet alition sequate dis simus est alis aut aborione vollectiunde perspe
quiae. Sequi temquia post labor accus res si nonsenim
volorias quatur moluptat quam, utatia quunt volor restecatur aliae volupti ium fuga. Itaturit verunto quat.
This class is designed to accommodate participants at any
level of experience. All materials will be provided though
you may bring your favorite brushes as well.

011

***************************************

***************************************

Hebrew Type Design: Tasting of a Square Script
Liron Lavi Turkenich

Between the Letters: The Business of Being an
Independent Type Designer
Silas Dilworth, Matthew Butterick & Jackson Cavanaugh

The workshop is intended for anyone who feels intrigued
and interested by the Hebrew script. This is an opportunity
to receive a good intro for Hebrew type design, with handson experimenting and some relevant background. Participants will have the opportunity to discover and experience
the unique possibilities of Hebrew type.
Endic temque magnihilit harcia derum nos volum ilique
sunt at facepudam, omnimol estibea aut eum et, unt.
Throughout the day, short informative talks will be given,
containing references in design context to allow a better
understanding of the script. From the characteristics of
Hebrew, through historical anecdotes, to a review of contemporary fonts.
After a basic introduction of the Hebrew letters and being
exposed to multiple type styles, the participants would
start to design few glyphs for text purposes. Later in the
day, few extra glyphs would be added – this time in display
styles, allowing a more free and experimental approach.
The two sets of sample glyphs would be visually related
and serve as a prototype for a type family, giving a base
for the design of a Hebrew typographic poster. And who
knows? Perhaps this would be a beginning of a new Gufan
(font in Hebrew).
A friendly and relaxed atmosphere is guaranteed, with a
bonus of secret Israeli recipes.
***************************************
HALF-DAY SESSIONS: MORNING
0900–1200
***************************************
Watercolor + Handlettering
Amber Goodvin
Watercolor is a medium that adds instant warmth to
handlettering through its textures and subtle gradations.
For beginners, the reaction of the brush to the page often
brings delightful (and at times, frustrating) surprises. This
loss of control is key, as it leads us to discovering things
that we never would have arrived at on our own.
In this workshop, participants will learn how to apply watercolor techniques to their own lettering styles, and will
be guided through a series of experiments to help them
explore the unique qualities of the medium. Final takeaway will be three finished pieces (single words or quotes)
showcasing the artist’s favorite discoveries.

WORKSHOPS - THU

A moderated round table discussion on presented topics related to the business of being an independent type
designer. Each of twelve topics will be introduced by one of
the moderators or an invited guest who will raise pertinent
questions and offer real-world insights or solutions. Time
will be devoted to open discussion with each topic.
Goals:
• Review the current reality, responsibilities, and relationships of an independent type designer.
• Discuss sustainable business practices for independent type designers, focused on both economics and
ethics.
• Share experiences, standards, and practices with other
independent type designers.
• Discuss the changes and challenges facing independent type designers, past and future, and strategies for
dealing with them.
***************************************
Technographic Workshop: Letterpress Printing
Ashley John Pigford & Tricia Treacy
Participants will create original letterpress prints from
custom, type-high wood glyphs created on a CNC router
in a previous workshop, (and blocks we bring). This is not
a ‘printing from wood type’ workshop. We are specifically
asking participants to consider the forms they are printing
as representations of sound. Abstract, ‘visual music’ types
of compositions are highly recommended. The workshop
will begin with an introduction to the process of letterpress
printing, and follow with hands-on printing. Each participant will take home at least one print.
***************************************
HALF-DAY SESSIONS: AFTERNOON
1330–1630
***************************************
Pen Dance
Mary Hart
Make a pen using a soda can and explore the marks it
makes! This workshop will get your hands dirty as you
experience the visceral pleasures of pushing ink through
a pen. We will make our own writing tools, then learn how
they work, starting from the simplest marks and working
up to letters and words. Freeform letter styles with a lot of
expression are the result … your letters will be unique and
extraordinary.
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SUBJECT: Keeping It Real:
Learning from Trial & Error
In conjunction with TypeCon2014, SOTA will be presenting
its ninth annual Type & Design Education Forum, a day of
special programming devoted to addressing the pressing
needs of design educators.
The act or process of creating is often overlooked in the
glory of the resulting outcome, but it is the process that
can best describe how creativity is achieved. The creative
process of teaching is a trial and error operation. Multiple
directions may be followed until success is finally at hand;
the path is not necessarily a smooth process. However,
failures weed out weaker outcomes. They make your belief
in the resulting solution stronger. Mistakes and missteps
can be a healthy part of learning for teachers as well as
students.
Aquia dolupta tiosaped quam eos ate resseque nisqui
comnihita dolores sincium fuga. Uribusda cusant accae
nonsequ aeribus accaboris aspit eatibus dandel ipsuntem
illique labore plisciam accupta sperchi ciasperum ipis
ant officiam, am quam nonsecto is enitatum vel eos ese
res dolori verferovidis evelia net ea verro esciis et veliaepudam quidus derfers pisquatiam, et, cullabo remporibusda
consedia volesti quatem numque pla dolorum aliquo et
optaest aspicta musae. Ita nis dolo magnam volo dicabor
eptat.

***************************************
0830
Continental Breakfast
0900
Opening Remarks
***************************************
0910
Mess With a Classic
Guy Villa Jr — Columbia College, Chicago
Anyone dare to be unsatisfied with the classic assignment
of the typeface specimen poster? This presentation recounts the combining of this classic assignment with classics in literature. Pairings were made between typefaces
and titles of classic books. Then, students were instructed
to portray their chosen story while exhibiting the typeface
coupled with it. The results? Context was the key. The
typeface specimens tended to be more dimensional and
dynamic because of the interplay between the two kinds
of texts, and students could learn about typefaces through
a lens of familiarity. Likewise, viewers new to the typefaces could engage in the works through their awareness of
literary favorites.

TYPE & DESIGN EDUCATION FORUM

***************************************
0930
The Design Process Made Manifest:
Teaching to Learn, Learning to Teach
Aoife Mooney — Kent State University
The process of iteration—of research through making—is
particularly magnified in the practice of type design. For a
typeface designer teaching undergraduate design courses,
the importance of this constant reflection on practice—
essentially a pattern of learning to learn—prompted a
rethinking of two assignments. Inviting engagement with
the informative quality of revision, the assignments aim to
clarify and highlight this pattern, common to both the student and professional alike and to foster self-awareness,
and reflection on the design process as a means of visual
translation.
***************************************
0950
Experimental Typography: Process Over Product
Lara McCormick — New Hampshire Institute of Art
Irina Lee — School of Visual Arts & State University
of New York, Farmingdale
“What’s Your Type?” is an experimental typography course
I developed while teaching at the School of Visual Arts.
The course is open to students from all majors. In the first
three weeks of the course, students receive a Type Bootcamp: the history of typography, type anatomy, typography
basics, key movements and important typographers. Once
students establish a baseline knowledge of typography,
we move into a free-flowing expression of typographic
experiments. Due to the organic nature of each experiment, most projects only ran once. Emphasizing process
over outcomes, I encouraged the students to find beauty in
failure and embrace the mishaps which occur when you’re
learning something for the first time. Our typographic experiments resulted in laughter, endorphins, and memorable
experiences.
***************************************
1010
Q&A
1020
Coffee Break
***************************************
1030
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Ximod molores ducil id exceribus de volestrum cupturia
quis eat anducim aiosti solent ex eost, exceaquo idipis
duntorem iscimus con re, si doluptatia qui culpari bearibu
scipienem simolup tatureribus molor ad ut veles et ea de
omnis rerspere, volentio ium harum endus.

017

***************************************

***************************************

1040
If At First You Don’t Succeed... : Affecting a Change in the
Referral Process of Design Education
Gabriel Solomons & John Paul Dowling — University of the
West of England, Bristol

1130
International Type Throw Down
Jeff Pulaski — Wichita State University

Little attention has been given to the importance of the
referral (or ‘retake’) stage in design education even though
this is the point at which students can learn the most from
their mistakes in order to improve and progress. Acknowledging that students fall behind and fail modules due to a
variety of reasons—the referral stage offers both students
and staff the opportunity for renewed creative dialogue. In
this talk we will discuss how adjusting the course curriculum in respect of the referral process can foster a learning
environment that embraces the notions of ‘trial & error’
and learning from mistakes both for students and staff.
Emplis audam consupio, no. Multo Cat pontim ut ac fure
fuidiora L. Enit, parion Italarem hos ete parium postrissa
iaetiostus deestis, nonsili caectus aremors opubliam.
***************************************
1100
Learning to See Questions
Gerry Leonidas — University of Reading
This talk describes the fundamentals of a methodology to
develop issue-based briefs, how to map these onto interim
and final feedback sessions, and how to structure in-session discussion of group work. The talk argues for discussing student work along specific but generalized parameters, as part of developing a wider understanding of design
quality. This approach to teaching sees individual outputs
as part of wider trends, and helps students build an understanding of how their work fits in this wider picture. An examination of grade distributions over several years shows
how closely groups stick to bell curves, and how changes
in the methods affect the curve. In this sense, talking about
student work individually is more “noise” than “signal”.
***************************************
1100
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXX
Volus, const vicam confena tastestabem ut L. Ris essidi
estiam confing ulicae, C. Erissul icasta, que et publienat,
mo erum fortudemum dius contiam. Dam labus, ad consultus acia ego imo pondam que factus con di, testra, nonfinverfex nora dicaediis? Perunulius ca in potisquit. Ducondi
ssimis, quoditum ac re, consulvivite cone pra consua.
***************************************
1120
Q&A

TYPE & DESIGN EDUCATION FORUM

Using Jessica Hische’s Daily Drop Cap project and Drew
Roper’s Type Fight website as inspiration, Joey Hannaford
from the University of West Georgia and Jeff Pulaski from
Wichita State University put together the International Type
Throw Down. We invited six schools from the US, Europe,
and Asia to participate. Students designed a character
from the Greek, Hebrew, Arabic and Sanskrit alphabets. We
created a bracket of 16 designs for each alphabet, posted them on the web and invited people to vote for their
favorites. In addition to the on-line contest, the work was
exhibited at the Ulrich Museum of Art at WSU in early 2014.
Our hope was that this exposure in the museum environment would encourage our students and the general
public to think about issues of font design, language and
multicultural engagement. This talk will look at the project
and its roots. It will show all of the student work that was
submitted and discuss what the students learned from
being involved in the process.
Ro ex sulicur, Catrat, deatore pri claressume popotamdi
tamqua rem iam publibe nimpessente estabem faccide
hortemo vitus conestrem, quonvesidem contest vid inum
deo, cuppliam obsentur, sum hi, con siliculabus, conclari
inem tebut Catem tare, Casdac ocredereis. Viviu endam
tum tabem ius, consum aperunt iferideatiam diesilin potica
pulut intis, que tam sultiaceps.
***************************************
1150
Minding the Gap Between School and Professional Practice
Rachel Elnar & Michael Stinson
Out of the necessity to improve the design skills of interns
and employees at our design studio, TypeEd was born. The
mission of the educational program is to help bridge the
gap in typography skills between the end of school and
going into the professional world. Trial and error accurately
describes the development process of the program and
through it all, we’ve learned a lot. We originally started it on
the premise that the fundamentals, divided into levels of
difficulty, could be taught in compressed three-hour sessions. We thought we could pack a full semester of typography training into three hours without weekly sessions,
projects, and grading. We were right, and wrong.
***************************************
1210
Q&A
1220
Lunch (Provided)

019

***************************************

***************************************

1410
Teaching Letterform: Modularity & Refinement
Sumner Stone — Stone Type Foundry

1520
Type as Symbol, Image and Language from Static to Kinetic
Implementation
Sang-Duck Seo — University of Nevada, Las Vegas

This presentation demonstrates an approach to teaching
letterforms through cycles of drawing and digitizing. A description of the process, instructional material, and student
work — including the most recent Capitals Workshop for
the Type@Cooper program — will be presented.
***************************************
1430
Learning from Lettering
Martina Flor — Anhalt University of Applied Sciences,
Germany
Hand lettering can be a friendly approach to learning
typography. By creating and refining a piece of lettering
design students learn general concepts on type design
while developing an understanding of typography within a
rather economical process. The presentation will include
my teaching method in sketching lettering and show how
it can contribute to form designers with a sharper eye for
typography as well as providing a better understanding
of their own design process. The talk will include video
demonstrations, student work, and tips to improve the
work flow when working with letterforms.
***************************************
1450
Q&A

From static to kinetic states, the teaching and learning of
typography is aimed at three objectives: 1) understanding typographic roles and functions within theoretical
approaches; 2) transforming linguistic, contextural definitions through practical experimentation; and 3) executing
methods beyond two dimensions for enhanced visual
communication. The focus is in discovering effective
processes and practices. Successful outcomes include
understanding visual balance between simplicity and
complexity, understanding unity and harmony within a
symbol set, and expressing the meaning of words within a
conceptual framework.
Ut quides ero que ma nos doluptas sequati denis si tem
quam et vit volecta simillest, sum fuga. Nimus.
Ibus ipsam quos aut ario id eum idem hariati onserit assitamet quatus.
***************************************
1540
Q&A
1550
Coffee Break
***************************************

Nimperi busciunti rest abo. Et qui occum latem licimagnit
voluptatur sant laborro eic tem eate prae. Itatest empore
vollesequos repero que si quibus eum utemper eruptat
ectibus nem si sint.
***************************************
1500
Delightful Confusion
Mitch Goldstein — Rochester Institute of Technology
The design process begs for tangents, wrong directions,
incorrect decisions, and silly diversions that only happen
when the process is a journey, and not merely a way to get
to a final deliverable. In this journey, work can approach a
threshold of delightful confusion, where to one side lies
predictable, prescriptive irrelevance, and to the other side
lies resonant, fascinating work. The best way to approach
this point is to be confused—to allow the process to provide discovery, to take tangents and distractions forward
and see what happens. This talk is an examination of how
faculty and students can learn to approach delightful confusion in their teaching and methodology.

TYPE & DESIGN EDUCATION FORUM

1610
Integrating Letterpress into the
21st Century Design Classroom
This panel explores several ways to integrate letterpress
printing into the contemporary design classroom. Methods include setting up an in-class small press, creating a
student-run pressroom / laboratory, using polymer plates
made from digital files, and facilitating hands-on experimentation as a hybrid analog/digital approach to design
practice. Panelists will offer a range of insights and techniques for teaching typography. Classroom examples will
be shared, along with tips and project ideas.
PANEL MEMBERS:
Ann Lemon — Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
This presentation offers insights from using a small inclass letterpress shop as a component of teaching Intro to
Typography and Digital Design I (Illustrator and Photoshop).
I will cover the basics needed to acquire and set up an
affordable small press, using polymer plates in combination with metal type, and as using a laser cutter to create
printing plates.

021

Brockett Horne & Allison Fisher — Maryland Institute
College of Art

***************************************
NOTES

This presentation offers insights from teaching typography fundamentals in the letterpress studio, using the
historic Globe Poster collection as a learning tool at
Maryland Institute College of Art. The living collection
includes cuts, posters, wood and metal type, made most
popular by event posters in the Civil Rights era created by
Globe Poster artists.
Sumner Stone — Stone Type Foundry
This presentation will explain an approach to drawing letters and then printing them letterpress. Student’s drawing
drawings and finished printed pieces will be shown.
Ryan Gibboney — Purdue University
This presentation demonstrates ways to work within analog techniques of printmaking in a digital world. From graduate research investigations to undergraduate instruction,
it is clear that the lack of materials and equipment often
has the power to create inspiration in itself. With access
to a laser cutter and some scrap wood the possibilities are
endless.
Tricia Treacy — Pointed Press, Appalachian State University
Ashley John Pigford — University of Delaware
Experimental letterpress techniques to teach typography and graphic design in contemporary design curricula
will be shared by the co-creators of the Vista Wood Type
Project.
***************************************
1720
Closing Remarks
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MAIN PROGRAM

1030
TYPE IN 20: The Uppercase M and the
Rest of the Gang: Crafting Type at Medium
Marcin Wichary & Dustin Senos

0800
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
0830
Opening Remarks
***************************************
0840
20th Century Metal Type Foundry Ephemera
Rob Saunders

Medium might be the most interesting web publishing
platform today. We’re huge type nerds and one of our goals
is bringing world-class typography to all of our readers
and writers. But so many things stand in our way: technological limitations, differences in rendering engines
on different operating systems, screen size constraints,
varying typographical conventions in different places in
the world. Sometimes, type foundries. Often, our own egos
and opinions.

As the pace of new type designs accelerated in the early
twentieth century, foundries and designers sought to
outdo each other in the sumptuous design and production
of their ephemeral specimens. REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED They’re exquisite
artifacts, but they are also the type designer’s manifesto of
intent by example. Rare original examples from 1900 to the
mid sixties including all the major designers and foundries
of Europe and America will be presented in a superbly photographed high definition show-and-tell.

Come to our interactive talk, see some of the tools we built,
and hear some of the war stories: the curse of the fallback
font; long weeks picking the right underlines for text;
putting together the perfect em dash; choosing typefaces
beautiful, yet neutral.

The specimens will be presented in chronological order
and include a balance of popular and obscure, serif and
sans, featuring the work of Auriol, Bayer, Behrens, Bernhard,
Cassandre, Excoffon, Goudy, Koch, Mendoza, Middleton,
Miedinger, Novarese, REDACTEDxxxxxxxxx Oppenheim,
Renner, Trump, Weiss, and Zapf; for foundries Amsterdam,
ATF, Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, Bauer, Berthold, Deberny
& Peignot, Enschede, Haas, Klingspor, Ludlow, Ludwig &
Meyer, Monotype, Nebiolo, Schelter & Giesecke, Stempel,
and Weber.

László Moholy-Nagy coined the term “typophoto” in 1925
to mean “the synthesis between typography and photography.” This combination of type and image is, in many ways,
what graphic design is — words and images supporting
each other to create and communicate meaning. Alternatively, this idea of synthesizing typography and photography can become a methodological framework used during
the design process, instead of an outcome that only comes
to fruition in the final deliverable.

***************************************
0925
Merchant of Alphabets: 2014 Edition
John Collins
A 1934 book by Reginald Orcutt with this title described
the adventures of a Linotype font sales person. This was
my first hint that “font business” could be an interesting
pair of words. REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTED This presentation will describe how MyFonts
opened its doors to new font designers and subsequently
enabled many of them to quit their day jobs and make a
good living designing fonts.
***************************************
1005
Coffee Break

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

***************************************
1050
TYPE IN 20: Typo + Photo
Mitch Goldstein

Unlike controllable, predictable design processes centered
around software and traditional workflows, using lensbased tools like cameras, scanners, phones and webcams
can make typography act in unexpected ways. When the
serendipitous nature of working photographically meets
the systemic limitations of typography, delightful things
can happen. The exploitation of these two elements create
a new kind of “typo + photo” where type and image are
truly synthesized into a new, hybrid existence.
In poreic totas nust omnis acium solecae ctorem cum qui
resciae enti cus re nosanis tiatemp oreperc iaspern amenit
hilique quatem eost porerum eum fuga. Facia del ipsante
veliquam quasitat aut vit que vid quatiam et odiorep
udanimi, seque simporemqui berro odit et verum enis nihicatio iur, audam unt de consequ atectiume doluptatur ate si
dolest ut estios vento in cust ut voluptatias simi, omnihicia
ditium sequisi ut aut magni offic te simpori aeprehe niendae eniendundis incipsandi odis autet, am quam il inum
quis nobitas ea ipsapid ullitat.
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***************************************

***************************************

1110
TYPE IN 20: Codes and Cards:
Symbology from Victorian-Era Calling Cards
Nancy Sharon Collins

1400
Designing for Audiences with Low Literacy Skills
Corinne Nakamura-Rybak &
Jennifer Messenger-Heilbronner

This presentation covers the history of calling card
use from the Victorian-era through the 1950s. I will expound upon the behavioral norms surrounding the cards’
use and the norms’ relation to printing specifications
and construction.

The talk will highlight the importance and impact of designing for low literacy audiences. With the magnitude of
literacy challenges in the United States, it is important for
designers to uncover how design can help reach these audiences. We will define and describe some of the characteristics facing audiences with low literacy skills; such as
design choices in selecting typefaces, type style, word and
syllable count, and visual strategies that result in easier
reading and comprehension.

Though rarely used today, calling cards have a rich history
as social media and currency. Their roles in society presupposed the availability of resources and literacy, and were
clear indications of class-types with the symbology of
their use. The specifications of their construction signified
particular details about their owners, and hence provides
an interesting investigation for typographic and design
cultural theory.
I will contextualize the history of calling card etiquette in
this era, focusing on social behavior and how these cards
functioned in day-to-day life. I will then illustrate the codes
inherent in their specifications, including: dimensions, paper type (color, weight, finish), font use, engraving position,
ink color, printing type, and the use of embellishments. I
will conclude with some examples of their cultural legacy
with some examples from popular culture.
***************************************
1135
The Romance of Offset
Mark Simonson
Letterpress is all the rage today among those exploring
pre-digital graphic techniques, but it was the discovery of
offset lithography that fueled my imagination as a young
designer starting out in the seventies. I will talk about my
early experiences experimenting with and exploring the
world of paste up, photostats, Zip-a-tone, and Letraset, and
what has been lost in the move from mechanical to digital
design and production techniques, and how it might be
recaptured.
***************************************
1215
Lunch Break
***************************************
1310
Ut re, eum rerio verepro qui volorumque perrovitio. Bit,
et demped que mi, se si cus, sinctae voloren imagnatus
nis eossi consedis debist, consedi qui cullaborum sinullu
ptatio moditiam intotae odi as autem ullit aspedit, eatur, si
to ipsam quiam ent aut andiae nimet alit resciaepero cum
quis ius.

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

We will demonstrate this with real case study examples
that we’ve designed and tested with audiences and partners for the effectiveness of our design choices. We will
be providing participants at the talk with tools that they
can take back so that their work for low literacy audiences
is more effective. This may include a set of checklists and
assessment tools.
Knowing that many of these groups are readers where
English is a second language, we will also touch on how
designing with a multi-cultural lens is an important aspect
to the work.
***************************************
1445
TYPE IN 20: Typography: A Matter of Life and Death
Richard Hunt
In a medical environment, the correct dosage and specific
medicines is essential to a successful outcome. Typography, whether on paper or on screen, is normally part of a
communication chain that can lead to harmful or fatal errors. Errors that are trivial in other circumstances become
crucial.
Legibility studies historically either focus the ability for the
viewer to distinguish one alphabetic form from another, or
focus on speed, retention, and ease of reading of text.
However, optimum legibility is different in different situations. In the medical environment, the most important
attribute is accuracy. Although some investigation of different treatments of typefaces has been done in the medical
context to avoid confusion of names or misreading, little
has been done beyond the relatively unresearched but
widely adopted Tallman approach used in printing medicine names.
Current typeface design technology makes it possible
to easily prototype typefaces, and the OpenType format
allows new ways to differentiate between different words.
Richard Hunt looks at the problems and potential of typography and its technologies in the medical environment.
029

***************************************

***************************************

1505
TYPE IN 20: Liberation from Mediocrity, or,
The Freedom of Paying Bills
Hrant Papazian

1600
TYPE IN 20: Issues with Devanagari Display Type
Sarang Kulkarni

Two current hot topics in type design enjoy a hidden symbiosis, which can be leveraged to improve the typographic
“quality-of-life” of many minority cultures.
Libre type design is very polarizing. For some it’s an opportunity to “liberate” typography from proprietary, pricey
solutions, especially for disadvantaged cultures; for the
rest it’s a personal threat to their commitment to typeface
design. It’s difficult to discern a fruitful middle ground.
However by studying the path that much non-Latin type
design takes it’s possible to see how a softening of views
can in fact benefit both practitioners and cultures that
suffer from a dearth of quality typography.
Using the history and current reality of Armenian digital
type design as a reference, various libre license models
are evaluated for their capacity to foster professional type
design that in the end benefits entire cultures. Models that
are altruistic to the point of crippling the motivation to produce high-quality fonts are contrasted against models that
are in harmony with practical financial realities in non-Latin
type. Specifically, the pragmatic cultural benefits of the
Apache license are revealed and promoted.
***************************************
1525
TYPE IN 20: Greek Yogurt & The Melting Pot of
Food Packaging in America
Terrance Weinzierl
Grocery shopping is difficult for me, as I’m seduced by the
thousands of typographically rich packages, labels, and
brands, which are constantly changing.
In this lighthearted presentation, I talk about the food trend
with Greek yogurt and how it is reflected in food packaging.
How Greek does it need to look? Everything from ancient
Greek pastiche to distorted Myriad appears on the shelves.
I’ll set the visual landscape by showing examples of typographically successful packaging like: Bolthouse Farm’s
lettering by Jill Bell, REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXX Industrial Revolution-looking smoked
bacon, and the quadruple outlined and outer-glowing
sugar cereal. I’ll also touch on successful pieces that don’t
use ‘Chop Suey lettering’ and show examples of how you
could design a package for Thai Tomato Coconut soup, for
example, and not need to resort to cliche Latin that looks
like the Thai script.
***************************************
1545
Coffee Break

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

This paper aims to overview existing display typefaces in
Devanagari script, highlight their inadequacies and suggest probable solutions. Here display type refers to typefaces designed to be used at large point sizes, preferably
for small amount of text and which are expressive, convey
a distinctive feeling or look, or have a distinct feature associated with it.
While one gets to see variety of traditional, local styles,
variations and letterforms with good visual quality in
calligraphy, hand-painted or hand-drawn lettering, book
covers and logotypes, the same may not be true in case
of digital typefaces. One realizes that most of the existing
digital display typefaces in Devanagari are inconsistent.
They have imbalanced letter structures, limited or inadequate matras, and ill-designed conjuncts. They also seem
outdated and are overused. Many of them copy features
and styles from existing Latin typefaces.
Aquid utatenit re re, occum estio. Dolupta turibusa nem
conseditas escitiae nobit, qui aut ma niscium fuga. Omnis
sum adi beriae iunt.
The following questions arise in ones mind: Developing
new, contemporary typefaces can fill this lacuna in the field
of Devanagari display typography. We suggest calligraphy
and exploring the structure of the letter-forms as a possible solution to come up with new typefaces.
***************************************
1620
Thinking Typographically in Design
Brian Warren
Aquunto voloren ihitis quat que neceped maio quis nisimodi sit ium atus, que volorem hit, offic tem et omniati susae
parchici res ererero videbitia esequi derferorunt fugit quidenis perupta sapelenis arionest idel ipictusame volorrume
omnim faccum es exere laccus ad quiandus re et incturion
remquia volest atur.
Typography is brimming with history, purpose, and details
we can mine to make our work better and more meaningful.
This talk explores a few places we can go with typography
to inform and improve the design and development processes, as well as increasing collaboration across a team.
We will discuss baseline grids, rabbit breeding patterns,
and modular scales. Each step along the way we’ll get
practical with these ideas and talk about how to bring
them into our web projects in both design and development practices.

031

***************************************

***************************************

1705
SOTA Catalyst Award & Presentation

0925
The Typography of George Maciunas
Mila Waldeck

The Society of Typographic Aficionados will bestow Krista
Radoeva with the 2014 SOTA Catalyst Award, followed by
her presentation.
From Wild Display Type to Historical Revivals
Krista Radoeva
This talk will take you through some of my recent type
design work — a combination of student, commercial, and
personal projects. What it’s like to be born in Sofia, live in
London, study in The Hague, and make typefaces for Moscow … in other words, what it’s like to be an independent
type designer, with the ambition to push geographical and
ideological boundaries. Focusing on my work process, I will
discuss the challenges I have faced, the experience I’ve
gained, and my plans for the future.

***************************************
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2ND

George Maciunas (1931-1978) is an acclaimed artist and
leader in the Fluxus group. Although his work has been discussed in the context of art, he was also a prolific graphic
designer, with an emphasis in typography. His innovative
ligatures and mixture of different typographic styles in
the 1960s seem to have anticipated some practices later
current in digital typography. He has not been included
in books about typography, but his work might have been
indirectly influential in rock magazines thanks to the links
between Fluxus and rock musicians such as John Cale, of
the Velvet Underground, and John Lennon. His typography
suggests that some ligatures and narrow spacing usually
associated with the digital age of typography were already
possible and used in photocomposition.
***************************************
1005
Coffee Break
1015
Pietur aturitatus accus est, occum sim faccus eatur ad qui
rehendi secae pratqui quibus.
***************************************

MAIN PROGRAM
0800
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
0830
Opening Remarks
***************************************
0840
David + the Machine
Aaron Bell
It was all going according to plan! With the introduction
of the Linotype and Monotype, mechanized typesetting
would change the face of publishing forever, right? That’s
all well and good for English language newspapers, but
what if you’re a Korean newspaper editor with thousands
of potential syllables that need to be set?
Such was the situation for Rev. Dae-Wii (David) Lee, editor
of The New Korea (Shinhan Minpo), a weekly newspaper issued started by the Korean National Association (San Francisco) in 1909. As typesetting was a massive expense, Rev.
Lee wanted to find a better way. Thus, he visited the San
Francisco offices of the Intertype Corporation with a bold
plan-to fit Hangeul onto the 90-key Intertype keyboard.
Come learn more about this innovative project as we dive
deep into the forgotten past of Korean typesetting!

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

1030
TYPE IN 20: Wood Type Teamwork:
From Analog to Digital and Back Again
Mark Jamra
Last year, I was invited to conduct a type design workshop at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Placed in
charge of a roomful of second-year students, I told them
we would have a titling face designed and ready for production in wood in five days. My plan was based firmly upon
thoroughly untried speculation. Can a group of sophomores design a wood type in five days? Only one thing was
clear: the learning experiences to come out of that week
wouldn’t be just for students.
Producing a 12-line 4A wood type would prove to be a
different trial altogether, taking months instead of days. A
designer colleague had been experimenting with a small
CNC router for a couple of years, so I invited him to be a
part of the experiment. But cutting a set of wood type was
an exercise in problem solving that challenged him in ways
he hadn’t expected, taking him through 3 routers, innumerable broken bits and piles of wood. REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXX This presentation will tell the story of
Philasoro, the wood type designed by students, cut in a
dusty basement in New Hampshire and now in use in the
UArts letterpress studio.
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1050
TYPE IN 20: Young Swiss Style:
Contemporary Swiss Graphic Design
Thierry Blancpain

1135
The Look of Sound: Branding and Marketing of New
Technology in the American Record Industry, 1888–1967
Nick Shinn

Switzerland is known for Swiss Style, this thing of the past,
that old men did in the 1950s. But what about today? A new
generation of Swiss designers is taking on the classics,
working mainly with typography to create great pieces of
design.

An investigation into how new media creates voids that
take shape as they suck up content, and how—against
the grain of technological determinism—marketing and
design influence the cultural formats that emerge. Three
innovations are examined: the 78 rpm disc in 1898, the
microgroove LP in 1948, and stereo in 1958. This talk is
accompanied by illustrations of records and record players,
branding, advertising, collateral and packaging (album
covers), with special attention to typography and lettering.
Also featuring contemporary sound clips REDACTEDXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTED .

Past are the days when being a Swiss designer necessitated renouncing the godfathers of the Swiss Style – we’re
past that – but young designers are partaking in a re-interpretation of their heritage, while contributing new, interesting facettes to it. All while keeping up a tradition of highly
evolved craftsmanship.
Young studios like Kasper-Florio or type foundries like
Optimo are prime examples of this. Aware of their country’s design history, they find new paths to the reduction
of decorative elements seemingly inherent to our design
sensibility.
Equosa con natur? Quiae verorepresci dellorro berspid
essequi odit eum nessequasin et qui ut odiae omnimin
nullupt aesedi ut et laborrum la volo es num eos nusa dolorrovit vel ipist volupta spersped ut lis nisquuntint volupis
et int dolore landi bearchi liquos magnia dit fugiasperum re
quia parunt que pererorem estione ceptatin porest maiorest latemporum quiaecto molore quatibusant qui coreius.
My presentation will compare contemporary and past
Swiss design, and through it find the constants, but also
the new developments in recent years. It’s time to redefine
Swiss Style.
***************************************
1110
TYPE IN 20: Three Decades of “Getting Better”
David Lemon
Thirty years ago Adobe introduced the first scalable fonts
normal people could buy and use, helping to launch the
“desktop publishing revolution” and transforming the world
of font development. The first “PostScript” fonts offered
important new capabilities, but also had many technical
and esthetic problems. Over the years Adobe has kept trying to find ways to do better, to help advance the accompanying technology and keep improving the fonts people use.
Naturally each step forward presented its own problems
and learning curve, which have kept things interesting.
David Lemon will look back at three decades of issues
and solutions, exploring incidents in the evolution of font
formats, REDACTEDREDACTEDXXX approaches to resolution
limits, non-Latin challenges, usability, and accessibility.

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

***************************************
1215
Lunch Break
***************************************
1400
Radical Anecdotes In Search for Solutions
Liron Lavi Turkenich
The talk will present a great oddity in the history of Hebrew
type design- the Schoenfieldian script. This script was
suggested in the 1930s as a reformed version of the existing Hebrew. Arguing that the Hebrew script is inadequate
and contains an “unsavoury mess of ugly letters”, the new
Hebrew was intended to provide a solution suitable for
modern times and the Jewish social revolution. The script
was constructed from Latin letter parts with additions of
lower case and italics in the style of Bodoni or Caslon, only
slightly resembling the original Hebrew characters. This
suggestion was never approved but triggered issues of
delicate definitions of progression vs. abolishment to arise.
Throughout the years other solutions were suggested
in order to solve Hebrew difficulties. The Karmeli script,
designed in the 50s, was a Latin script with additional
characters, meant for writing Hebrew. This idea went as far
as specimens printed by Monotype and discussions about
its possibility. These stories, although being just anecdotes
in the history of Hebrew type bring up the everlasting
relevant topic of assimilation with Latin and relate to global
trends of Latinisation among non-Latins.
Pietur aturitatus accus est, occum sim faccus eatur ad qui
rehendi secae pratqui quibus.
Senditasimet et expliquatur at alique vitae dolume volor
sus abor simi, quuntiis dolupitibus ne nonem es sit, eiciduc
iisquos trumqui conseniende non commossi andusae nonsern atemporere resequiae mostint.
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1445
TYPE IN 20: The Power of an Alphabet to Define a
Culture
Alice J. Lee

1540
The Sans with Contrast: Seriflessness Across Time
Carl Crossgrove

In 1994 I visited my father in Seoul, South Korea, and he
took me to where a large statue of King Sejong stands.
He said that Sejong was the great king who created the
Korean alphabet in 1446, helping Koreans free themselves
from the influence of China. Before the Korean alphabet,
many Koreans were illiterate because the difficult Chinese
pictographic writing system was used. There are many dots
to connect from an alphabet to freedom. My presentation
will summarize the historical context, linguistic and visual
analyses of the Korean alphabet in order to reveal the
relationship between literacy and power. I will also present
an investigation into disappearing languages, and specifically, the efforts to preserve a once dying Native American
language, Tolowa. This comparative study between the two
alphabets will demonstrate how a writing system documents both the language and its embedded culture and
contributes to a culture’s proliferation and success, particularly in the face of assimilation or colonialism.
***************************************
1500
REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
Litatur rem assi officidi offic tem iligenis exerumque poris
voluptatae cus et, odis ipsam evenime re, si nonessi ntotas
dolorpor ma nobitatem none dolupta sam.
***************************************
1505
TYPE IN 20: Type at Scale: An Inside Look at
Typography at Facebook
Scott Boms
Beautiful typography is not something that most immediately associate with Facebook. Instead it’s more likely to
be considered an afterthought, unremarkable or go entirely
unnoticed. But typography manifests itself in many ways
inside and outside the walls of the social network. Honorably serving the content of a global audience of more than
a billion people may be one of Facebook’s biggest scalability challenges, covering an increasingly complex spectrum
of devices, platforms and network conditions. This talk is
a peek behind the typography curtain at Facebook, the
landscape of type choices available for digital experiences
at a massive scale and its impact on international markets
and developing countries.
***************************************
1525
Coffee Break

PROGRAM DETAILS - FRI

The serifless roman, or contrasting sans, or glyphic sans,
is a hybrid form that has a surprisingly rich history. Many
20th-century type designers have proposed or produced
a design in the genre, and the idea continues to stimulate
new efforts. This discussion will attempt first to define
the genre (as opposed to closely related styles), and will
survey the range of designs currently available, as well as
some hidden or neglected work.
***************************************
1620
TYPE IN 20: Zapfino Arabic: A Question of Slanted
Writing
Nadine Chahine
As the Arabic companion to Zapfino, the first question that
Zapfino Arabic had to address was: does it slant forward or
backward? The next question that quickly followed: which
Arabic calligraphic style would be a suitable companion
to the distinctive flair of Zapfino? This presentation goes
through the design process, the ups and downs of designing a hybrid style of calligraphy, and the technical challenges involved in building complex Arabic fonts.
***************************************
1645
SOTA Typography Award Presentation
The Society of Typographic Aficionados will present the
2014 SOTA Typography Award to this year’s recipient.
***************************************
EVENING EVENT
2030–2300
The Infamous Type Quiz & Silent Auction
Presented by Monotype
2300
Meeting of the Secret Type Society
In poreic totas nust omnis acium solecae ctorem cum qui
resciae enti cus re nosanis tiatemp oreperc iaspern amenit
hilique quatem eost porerum eum fuga. Facia del ipsante
veliquam quasitat aut vit que vid quatiam et odiorep
udanimi, seque simporemqui berro odit et verum enis nihicatio iur, audam unt de consequ atectiume doluptatur ate si
dolest ut estios vento in cust ut voluptatias simi, omnihicia
ditium sequisi ut aut magni offic te simpori aeprehe niendae eniendundis incipsandi odis autet, am quam il inum
quis nobitas ea ipsapid ullitat.
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1035
Coffee Break

MAIN PROGRAM

***************************************

0830
Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
0900
Opening Remarks
***************************************
0910
Cracking the Code
David Jonathan Ross
Reading a block of code is quite unlike reading a paragraph of text. Text is usually meant to be read, while code
is meant to be scanned, parsed, edited, copied, pasted,
tested, and debugged. And as a result, the typography of
programming is a relatively new and different typographic
animal.
I will examine a world of typography where letters squeeze
and stretch to fit in fixed-width spaces, and a where a
missing semicolon can be the difference between celebration and catastrophe. From terminals to laptops, and greenon-black to syntax highlighting, I will review in detail the
evolution of coding fonts and coding environments over
the past six decades, and explore the typographic limitations that most programmers still face.
Finally, I will discuss the work I have done on my own
coding typeface, and the questions that sparked its design.
How can we move towards a richer coding typography?
How do you make a monospaced font look good, but still
do its job? And, does a good coding font really need to be
monospaced anymore?
***************************************
0955
Problems of Adjacency
John Hudson
The whole business of microtypography can be understood
in terms of managing relationships of adjacent shapes, to
create clearly legible typeforms that build up recognisable
words. What happens, though, when the characters and
glyphs in those relationships are not actually adjacent
to each other in the text string and the glyph run? This is
the bottleneck of much complex OpenType typography,
where glyph spacing and positioning lookups must interact
contextually across multiple glyphs. In this presentation,
John Hudson illustrates a variety of problems of adjacency
with examples from European, Arabic and Indian writing
systems, and suggests a possible future direction that
solutions might take.
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TYPE IN 20: Müller-Brockmann &
Müller-Brockmannesque
Kimberly Elam
This is a presentation celebrating the founding father of
the International Style, Josef Müller-Brockmann. It delivers insights into the concepts and the logical reasons for
the proportions and progressions of the elements in Josef
Müller-Brockmann’s works. The 1950s and 60s are long
past but the legacy of the style, methodology, and Berthold’s Akzidenz Grotesk live on. He teaches generations
of designers that the abstract and utilitarian can be the
most beautiful.
***************************************
1115
TYPE IN 20: Octagonal Gothic:
A Look at 8-Sided Letterforms
Sean King
A brief survey of 8-sided letterforms. Some refer to these
letters as chamfered, I like to think of them as “Octagonal
Gothic”. I will present specimens of 8-sided letters from
their earliest appearances though contemporary digital
typefaces, including a few of my own designs. Some examples are decorative, some are useful display type, some
are whimsical, and some are widely-used workhorses. The
popularity of octagonal letters in sports jerseys and logos
will be examined. I will make the argument that this hardworking type style deserves it own typeface classification,
and a little more respect.
***************************************
1135
TYPE IN 20: Efficient Web Type, c. 1556
Kenneth Ormandy
It’s 1556, and Pierre Haultin is finishing punching a metal
letter for a completely impractical book: space-efficient
typographically, but far too small to read.
Vit eoste ipiendent, seditate essit, vit veliti dolumqui dicidi
tet fuga. Evel iur atur, od ut repuda cum nusa.
He intentionally looked for limits—we’re still facing dilemmas of typographic efficiency centuries later. The performance of web fonts—especially on mobile devices—impacts the experience of the web, just as type does visually.
This talk introduces the best practices and practical
improvements WOFF (Web Open Font Format) 2.0 support
will bring to designers and developers, and what problems
we will still have to solve ourselves.
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1205
A Collaborative Reference to Writing Systems
Victor Gaultney

NOTES

Designers are being called upon more frequently to support the myriad writing systems around the world. This
requires consistent, trustworthy, complete and organised
information on the alphabets and scripts used to write the
world’s languages. ScriptSource (scriptsource.org) is a
collaborative, non-commercial, community-focused site
dedicated to gathering this information. Based on core
data from international standards and open resources, it
enables the design, computing and linguistic communities
to document the writing systems of the world in ways not
previously possible. It can serve as source for documents,
images, essays and software, and assist teams of people
working on development projects.
***************************************
1245
Closing Remarks
***************************************
1315–1500
Type Crit
John Downer, Akira Kobayashi & Matthew Carter
***************************************
CLOSING NIGHT EVENT
1900–2200
Presented by Microsoft
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AARON BELL

Aaron is a typographer and manager on the Microsoft
Typography team working to ensure high-quality typography throughout Microsoft’s products. Passionate about
Asian language and culture, his personal interests lie in
the development and future of Korean typography and
type design—a field he investigated while studying at the
University of Reading, where he received a Masters of Arts
in Typeface Design.
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
***************************************

THIERRY
BLANCPAIN
Born 1985 in Zurich, Switzerland. Studied at Bern University of the Arts, Switzerland. In 2009, he co-founded
the independent Swiss type foundry Grilli Type. REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXREDACTEDXXX REDACTEDXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
***************************************

SCOTT BOMS

Scott Boms is an award-winning cross-disciplinary designer. As a member of Facebook’s Analog Research Lab he is
responsible for exploring, questioning, creating, and directing projects that influence and challenge culture within
the organization and communicating meaningfully with
the outside world. While this favors analog processes and
mediums, it does not neglect digital.

***************************************

MATTHEW
BUTTERICK
Matthew Butterick started his career as a type designer
and engineer, working for the Font Bureau and Matthew
Carter on fonts for Apple, Microsoft, Ziff Davis, and others,
as well as releasing the fonts Herald Gothic, Wessex, and
Hermes. He later went to UCLA law school and joined the
California bar in 2007. Matthew wrote the website and book
Typography for Lawyers, for which he was awarded the Legal Writing Institute’s 2012 Golden Pen Award. Matthew’s
most recent independently released font designs are Alix,
Equity, and Concourse.
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTED REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXX
***************************************

MATTHEW
CARTER
Matthew Carter is a type designer with fifty years’ experience of typographic technologies ranging from hand-cut
punches to computer fonts. After a long association with
the Linotype companies he was a co-founder in 1981 of
Bitstream Inc., the digital typefoundry, where he worked for
ten years. He is now a principal of Carter & Cone Type Inc.,
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, designers and producers of
original typefaces.
His type designs include ITC Galliard, Snell Roundhand
and Shelley scripts, Helvetica Compressed, Olympian (for
newspaper text), Bell Centennial (for the US telephone
directories), ITC Charter, and faces for Greek, Hebrew,
Cyrillic and Devanagari. For Carter & Cone he has designed
Mantinia, Sophia, Elephant, Big Caslon, Alisal, and Miller.

Alongside this, he is one fifth of Butter Label, a maker at
Fairgoods, and his work has appeared in publications such
as HOW, Offscreen, Net magazine, Fast Company, and others. He likes hats and a fine single malt.

Carter is a Royal Designer for Industry, and a Senior Critic
on Yale’s Graphic Design faculty. He has received a Chrysler Award for Innovation in Design, the AIGA medal and
the Type Directors Club medal. In 2010 he was awarded a
MacArthur Fellowship, and in 2011 he received the Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Smithsonian National Design
Awards.

SPEAKER INFORMATION
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JACKSON
CAVANAUGH
Jackson Cavanaugh opened his studio and foundry Okay
Type in 2009 and soon rose to typographic prominence
with his award-winning, best-selling debut typeface Alright
Sans. More recently he released the equally lauded Harriet
Series which confirmed his reserved plinth in the pantheon
of typographic gods. Jackson’s early career experience in
the rigorous corporate design world has bestowed upon
him business acumen beyond his years, and informs his
deft handling of myriad custom type commissions for
clients you’ve most certainly heard of. He loves hockey and
hates meat.
***************************************

NADINE
CHAHINE

***************************************

NANCY
SHARON
COLLINS
For over 27 years, stationer and designer Nancy Sharon
Collins worked in her own firm in NYC with clients that
included Clinique, Revlon, Curve Fragrance, Williams-Sonoma, Martha Stewart Wedding, the Metropolitan Opera Shop,
and the Museum of Modern Art.
In 2004, she turned south towards New Orleans, where
she now teaches at Loyola University New Orleans, serves
as AIGA New Orleans’ special projects director and writes
about what she loves: engraving, design and the artifacts
of how we all get along. Her book, The Complete Engraver,
was published by Princeton Architectural Press last fall.
Engraver, Communicator of Content by Mrs. Collins was just
published in Book 2.0 Volume 2/Issue 2. Other articles she
has penned appear in AIGA Design Envy and Voice.
***************************************

JOHN COLLINS
Dr. Nadine Chahine is an award winning Lebanese type
designer working as the Arabic and Legibility Specialist
at Monotype. She has won several awards including two
from Type Director’s Club in New York in 2008 and 2011.
Her work is featured in Megg’s History of Graphic Design
and in 2012 she was selected for Fast Company’s 100 Most
Creative People in Business, and again to its Most Creative
People in Business 1000 in 2014. Her typefaces include: the
best-selling Frutiger Arabic, Neue Helvetica Arabic, Univers
Next Arabic, Palatino and Palatino Sans Arabic, Koufiya, and
BigVesta Arabic.
***************************************

STEPHEN
COLES

John Collins joined Bitstream in 1986; there he developed
several pieces of font technology, including Fontware,
Speedo, 4-in-1, TrueDoc, and the world’s smallest strokebased fonts for the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean languages. These developments resulted in five U.S. patents
being awarded.
In 1999 John Collins joined the MyFonts team as its leader.
He is currently Vice President of MyFonts.
***************************************

CARL
CROSSGROVE

Stephen Coles is an editor and typographer living in Oakland and Berlin. After six years at FontShop as a creative
director, he now publishes Fonts In Use and Typographica,
writes for type foundries, and consults with various organizations on typeface selection. Stephen is author of the
book The Anatomy of Type (The Geometry of Type in the UK)
and a member of the FontFont TypeBoard.

Carl Crossgrove has a background in lettering, fine arts and
book arts. Hand-work figures into all his type designs. Carl
is a Senior Type Designer at Monotype, developing custom type for clients and original designs for the Monotype
library.

SPEAKER INFORMATION
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***************************************

SILAS
DILWORTH
Silas Dilworth cut his typographic teeth at T-26 many years
ago, learning how not to run a digital font foundry. In 2005
he launched TypeTrust, an independent font distribution
partnership with Neil Summerour, which transitioned to
being Silas’ personal studio and foundry just last year. An
obsessed EULA philosopher and artists’ rights proponent,
Silas has built his business on strict licensing terms and
fierce legal backing. With this emphasis on rights management, his type designs — most notably Heroic and
Breuer — have become very profitable assets to a number
of multinational corporations despite not even being very
good fonts.

***************************************

REDACTED
NAME
Ebatquam licensing tiers tebultortiam maioressatus aucitam patilicae nos bonsid inum ut pulvissesci fac iae cidiur,
Cat. Udes pare acriaed icenatus, dem internet sales ocultora etis am dellesus verem corum with bonica; neropubitium
nimoven tracii converei fuiurox nosta, pertese pore omnihil
iculum fatus re, plic vasteris oc, sesimpons
***************************************

JOHN DOWNER

***************************************

JOHN PAUL
DOWLING
John Paul Dowling is heavily involved in typography both
in his own practice and in education. His work in typographic research, eduction and as a practitioner has been
recognized in various capacities by ISTD, AtypI, SOTA, and
TypeCon2011 in New Orleans.
He is currently a board member and education director of
the International Society of Typographic Designers.
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXX REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
He has exhibited work at Ink-dot Bristol 2009/2011, The
European Design Awards 2008, and E+VA International 2003/2006. His book design has received favorable
reviews in The Irish Times Book Review and a number
of leading industry websites. He has recently completed
three books titled Al-Mutanabbi — Burning Daylight for An
Inventory of Al-Mutanabbi Street — a collaboration of over
200 international book artists.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

John Downer is a sign painter by trade, with a specialty in
gold leaf lettering. He has a BA in Fine Art from Washington
State University and both an M.A. and an MFA in Painting
from The University of Iowa. He began his career as a freelance type designer in 1983. Downer writes about type and
type history for Emigre magazine, House magazine, and
other publications. He lives in Iowa City, and travels widely
in the United States and Europe, always on the lookout for
interesting letterforms.
***************************************

KIMBERLY
ELAM
Kimberly Elam is a writer, educator, and graphic designer.
She has written three best-selling books for Princeton Architectural Press Design Briefs series: Geometry of Design,
Grid Systems, and Typographic Systems. Over 100,000 of
her books are in print in seven languages, and are used as
essential texts in college design and architecture programs. These books feature her educational research and
methodology. She feels that by bringing her research into
the classroom the teaching experience is transformed
from a process of conveying information to a collaborative
partnership of creating knowledge. She has also been a
contributing author to books by Steven Heller, Ilene Strizver, and Willam Lidwell as well as the new Phaidon Compendium of Graphic Design.
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RACHEL
ELNAR
Rachel Elnar and Michael Stinson are co-founders of both
Ramp Creative and TypeEd.
After running Ramp Creative for ten years, Michael observed that typography was no longer being taught with
the level of detail in which he learned it (when type was
sent out for galleys). Rachel noticed that most of the foundation classes were being replaced with software classes.
So TypeEd was born.
Ramp Creative’s work has been recognized by industry
organizations including Communication Arts, Graphis, and
Type Directors Club. In 2008, both partners were named
as Graphic Design USA’s “People to Watch.” Michael has
lectured on typography at USC and College of the Canyons.
Rachel has been an adjunct faculty member on interactive
design at Art Center College of Design, Cal Poly Pomona
and Cal State LA.

***************************************

MARTINA
FLOR
Martina Flor combines her talents as both a designer and
an illustrator in the drawing of letters. She grew up in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, studied Communication Design
in Spain and holds a Master in Type Design in KABK, in The
Netherlands.
Based now in Berlin, she works with a focus on type and
lettering for clients across the globe. She is also co-founder of the project Lettering vs Calligraphy and the creator of
the series of workshops Good Type. Her work has been featured in many publications and she teaches and lectures
extensively.
***************************************

KIMYA
GANDHI

***************************************

LAUREN
EMERITZ
Lauren Emeritz is a graphic designer in DC. During her free
time she works as a letterpress associate at the Pyramid
Atlantic Art Center REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and serves on the
AIGA DC board. She loves type, letterpress, book arts, and
is excited TypeCon is coming to DC!

After completing her post graduate studies at IDC IIT in
Mumbai, Kimya interned at Linotype in Germany, then
jumped into to the real world as a full time type designer focusing on Devanagari and rare Indian scripts. She
currently divides her time between freelance design and
teaching typography at the Symbiosis Institute in Pune.
***************************************

COREY
HOLMS

***************************************

ALLISON
FISHER
Allison Fisher, a hybrid printmaker and graphic designer,
serves as coordinator of the historic Globe Collection at
the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA), a living collection of art as a teaching tool.

Murita vis M. Fulia adhus ese es hil crum inte, C. Loctus ad
sus. etra? Palem, priciemus; nihilique quam rei senit, clegere conihilintis confes et quam timus, nost C. Sate conte
comne conc vivirio, quam no historical precursor ta mo tus
publisque et pra L. Si prorum oc, nit. Hena, pertum is, vit
cae is estelum nes simmo nostort uidem. Valiuspere, utem
forati patilin tervide grid-based tyranny laremus, quam
peres es? Nosterr ionduconsus publier iverevi diemultisque cons ni et L. mus, tere in te es conves hos simus vivilis
con tam imusultu iaeci spiendum.
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VICTOR
GAULTNEY
Victor Gaultney is a recognized expert in open font development and the design of extended Latin letters and
diacritics. As Senior Type Designer at SIL International, he
develops fonts for minority language groups around the
world. He holds an MA with distinction from the University
of Reading and returns regularly as a guest lecturer. He is
co-author of the SIL Open Font License and leads the team
behind ScriptSource – a collaborative, dynamic online reference to scripts, alphabets and writing systems. His most
well-known typeface — Gentium — has been a winner in
two international typeface design competitions and tries
to support every language in the world that uses the Latin,
Cyrillic and Greek scripts.
Beritectur accabora quias magnatur? Nem aspit ventio
ommolupti cor alit ut liquis magnimi lluptatio dolorep ration
pero volum saperi odicatest, idus debis debis autempor
magnistrupta velicietum volupta vollore persped que
pelendis quo omnis accae ped et, unt ulparumque cupta ea
nobis et et velendi sandae consedit, ulparupta vellaboria
dolut inulpa nonsequi in explabor aut et voluptiunt alis dolor sit fuga. Ximaio. Nam et offic tenient molum vendaectur
solorehenda pa vent odi conseque voles illuptae con eum.

***************************************

MITCH
GOLDSTEIN
Mitch Goldstein is a designer, educator, and writer. He
received his BFA in Graphic Design from the Rhode Island
School of Design, and his MFA in Design/Visual Communications from Virginia Commonwealth University’s School
of the Arts. Mitch has taught in the departments of Graphic
Design and Illustration at RISD, the departments of Graphic
Design and Foundation Studies at MICA, the department of
Graphic Design at VCU, REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and the
department of Art at Rhode Island College. Together with
his partner Anne Jordan, he is principal of the interdisciplinary design studio Hypothesis, Ltd. Mitch teaches art
and design at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
as an Assistant Professor in the School of Design.
***************************************

AMBER
GOODVIN

***************************************

RYAN
GIBBONEY
Ryan believes in design as a tool for social activism. Driven
by the power of personal conversation and interaction, she
imagines every association within a community as part of
the Community Design Ecosystem. Rethinking the design
as problem-solving model, Ryan’s passion lies in creating situations for community members and designers to
become involved on a personal level to create sustainable,
long-term design solutions. A graduate of the Savannah
College of Art and Design (BFA in Graphic Design), Ryan
most recently completed MFA in Visual Communications
Design at Purdue University. With the hope to make a
positive contribution on future designers, Ryan hopes to
educate the next generation of designers on ways their
imagination can make a difference in the world.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

Amber Goodvin studied illustration and design at the University of Kansas, where her love of drawing letters led her
to a career in the lettering studio of Hallmark Cards. Now
9 years into her career, a senior artist, her favorite thing
about her job is the freedom to reinvent herself regularly.
She lives with her husband, 2-year-old son, and two pugs
in Lawrence, Kansas. She teaches handlettering in the
Design Program at the University of Kansas.
Nus, utecum re quis pra doluptatis il molestem quo dollabo rrumentur, odior recto eossitatur? Optatium harchil
et volorpo restion estiamus aut fugit repellita nat rerovid
earumquia volendu cipsandi consequ iatquae non pa de la
volut lationet latet etur.
At alia ni nim que mo con reperov ideliquibus eum aditium
as aut od maximinim eumquate estiusa ndigene volor alit,
cus et quam aut omnihilit aut omniae sequatuscid mossit
pro veliquaspel exeribustrum rende sin re niet velicipici
aliatur sit lant volorest, coneser spereicat verci reprore re
reped excessi tem a dolorrum et omniendipis quaesti orest,
officiatur, senem harcips usant.
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MARY HART

I have been a calligrapher for over 40 years, and began my
studies with Arnold Banks at Carnegie Mellon University
back in 1970. I have taught calligraphy for the past 20 years
in various settings, most recently at Lasell College in Newton, MA, as part of the Graphic Design program, but also at
Middlesex Community College and the Cambridge Center
for Adult Education. I specialize in introducing participants
to the classic techniques of broad edged pens and brushes. I have taught previously at TypeCon in New Orleans and
Buffalo, NY. It was great fun.
***************************************

BROCKETT
HORNE

***************************************

RICHARD
HUNT
Richard Hunt has practiced typography for over 25 years
and acted as a consultant to many notable designers,
architects and other institutions across North America,
including Bruce Mau Design, Zone Books, Rizzoli, KPMB
Architects, Rhode Island School of Design and the Getty
Research Institute. REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXX He has taught at Sheridan College,
York University and is Assistant Professor at OCAD University where he teaches the history of typography and typeface design. His interests include information design and
typeface design for print and screen, contexts of legibility
and readability, and the history, state, and future of communication technologies.
***************************************

MARK JAMRA
Brockett Horne is a faculty member in the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) graphic design department. She
makes, writes, and critiques design.
As cumquias as consercimin consed quasitasin non resercia quam qui aute vidicia comniae poreruntio. Impos eumet
facid mod quos dem vit ut quia que es quibus, qui deniendebit explamuscium sae nonsect atibusdame porem im
lacepud ametur, officil laborehendi blaborrorro dolut.
***************************************

JOHN HUDSON

John Hudson is a type designer and font maker, specializing in custom font solutions for multilingual publishing and
computing. He is co-founder of Tiro Typeworks Ltd., and
has created or collaborated on types for Arabic, Burmese,
Cyrillic, Devanagari, Ethiopic, Greek, Gurmukhi, Hebrew, IPA,
Javanese, Latin, Odia, Sinhalese, Telugu, Thai, and other
writing systems. He is an expert contributor to Unicode,
and a member of the W3C Webfonts working group.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

Mark Jamra is a type designer and associate professor at
Maine College of Art. He has designed and produced typefaces for 30 years and is the founder of TypeCulture, a digital type foundry and academic resource. He also creates
live action and animation work in video and often works
in a collective of communication designers in Portland.
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXX Mark has taught graphic design,
lettering, typography and letterform design at colleges
and workshops in the U.S. and Germany. His lettering and
typefaces have been in numerous exhibitions and have
received recognition from the Type Directors Club and the
Association Typographique Internationale.
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ROB KELLER

Rob’s love for Indian scripts began while studying typeface
design at the University of Reading. In 2009, he founded
Mota Italic in Berlin and has been traveling back and forth
between there and India ever since.

***************************************

AKIRA
KOBAYASHI

At alia ni nim que mo con reperov ideliquibus eum aditium
as aut od maximinim eumquate estiusa ndigene volor alit,
cus et quam aut omnihilit aut omniae sequatuscid mossit
pro veliquaspel exeribustrum rende sin re niet velicipici
aliatur sit lant volorest, coneser spereicat verci reprore re
reped excessi tem a dolorrum et omniendipis quaesti orest,
officiatur, senem harcips usant.

Akira Kobayashi studied at Musashino Art University in Tokyo, then took a calligraphy course at the London College
of Printing. He took Best of Category and Best of Show for
Clifford in the 1998 U&lc magazine type design competition. Kobayashi was awarded first prize, text category, for
Conrad in Linotype Library’s Third International Digital Type
Design Contest. He took honors in the TDC type design
competitions in 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 — for ITC
Woodland, ITC Japanese Garden and ITC Silvermoon, FF
Clifford, and Linotype Conrad, respectively. Since May 2001,
Kobayashi has served as Type Director for Linotype Library
GmbH.

Equid maiorerfere occus eius.

***************************************

***************************************

SEAN KING

Sean King is a graphic designer, typographer, type designer, and design educator. He has worked in sign shops,
advertising agencies, and branding firms. He now works as
an independent designer while teaching in several NYC-area design programs. Sean served on the board of the TDC
for 4 years. Suring that time, he was chair of the annual TDC
communication design competition and its corresponding
book, Typography 34. An abiding love of letters informs all
of Sean’s work.
***************************************

LAURA
KINNEBERG
Laura Kinneberg is a designer, artist, and teacher living in
DC with expertise in many hand printmaking processes.
Laura received her MFA in Design at the University of Texas
at Austin, works in media production by day, and spends
the rest of her time teaching and making in the letterpress
studio at Pyramid Atlantic Art Center.
SPEAKER INFORMATION

SARANG
KULKARNI
An alumni of the Sir J. J. Institute of Applied Arts, Sarang
specializes in type design and calligraphy. He founded
WhiteCrow in 2005 – a type foundry and design studio
based in Mumbai. With key clients such as Vodafone India,
Virgin Mobile India, Star India, and Cocacola India, his
company has steadily found its niche in multilingual branding, designing custom typefaces in all Indian scripts and
calligraphy. Sarang is also a part of Aksharaya — a group of
letter-conscious people who document, promote, explore,
and create awareness about Indian scripts.
***************************************

ALICE J.
LEE
Alice J. Lee is a graphic designer based in Chicago, and is
currently a Masters of Design student at the University of
Illinois at Chicago. Her professional experience includes
book design, branding, digital, and video work.
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IRINA LEE

Irina Lee is a graphic designer, creative director, managing
editor of AIGA/NY, an educator and an author. She teaches
undergraduate courses in typography, two-dimensional
design, color theory, graphic design, and design entrepreneurship at the School of Visual Arts and the State University of New York at Farmingdale, Department of Visual
Communications: Art + Graphic Design. Irina received her
MFA in Design from the School of Visual Arts and a post
graduate certificate in typography at Cooper Union. She is
currently the Director of Design at Bureau Blank.
Erum auda voluptatia ex essit everume post labore, tem
nonsectur aboribus il ius ium fugias magnihil expedist,
comnimaion nosa sandae eturi vero opta dolorro ipsam
re, cum corem qui te nis quate nus, vendips andae. Itature
praecatur, quianistia et volupta similiae vendandundit inus
doluptum quis exceprat mosae. Perrum essuntore liquia
vere volupta doluptae litatat.
***************************************

***************************************

DAVID LEMON

In design school David Lemon focused on type, against
his advisor’s recommendation. After graduation David
did graphic design and production work for Bay Area
magazines and newspapers. He learned their computer
typesetting systems and continued to learn everything he
could about type and worked on his own designs. When
the Apple Macinotsh and LaserWriter came out, David
showed Sumner Stone his designs, and soon Sumner hired
him to help Adobe turn typefaces into fonts. At Adobe,
David became an expert in Type 1 font development, then
multiple master fonts, and eventually helped direct the
development of OpenType. As manager for the Adobe type
team, David continues to work for the synergy of art and
technology.
***************************************

GERRY
LEONIDAS

ANN LEMON

An internationally recognized art director, Ann Lemon’s
distinctive style has been applied across fashion, food,
and Fortune 500 brands. She was profiled in Graphis, and
one of her ads was named as one of the Best 100 pieces
of Graphic Design of the 20th Century by Communication Arts. Ann worked in many of New York’s best creative
agencies, then went on to Creative Director positions at
Y&R, JWT and mcgarrybowen. Ann is a full time professor
of communication design at Kutztown University, and has
taught at the University of Delaware. Her students now
work at agencies including Ogilvy, W+K, Saatchi, Hill Holiday, CP+B, and others. REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX She is the author of The Little Big
Idea Book and Digital Design Toolbox for Beginners, both
published by Kendall Hunt in 2013.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

Gerry Leonidas is an Associate Professor of Typography at
the University of Reading, UK. He spends his days talking
and writing about typography, typeface design, and typographic education. He is the Program Director of the MA
Typeface Design program, and the TDi summer course.
***************************************

LARA
MCCORMICK
Lara McCormick grew up in Berkeley, California. She has
an MFA in Design from the School of Visual Arts, and a
post-graduate certificate in typography from Cooper
Union. Lara has taught design at the School of Visual Arts
and PRATT in New York City and is currently the Head of
Design Education at CreativeLive. She is a member of the
AIGA Design Educators Steering Committee and the author
of Playing with Type, published by Rockport Press. Lara’s
favorite thing is coming up with new and inventive ways to
play with, teach, and invent typography.
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JENNIFER
MESSENGERHEILBRONNER
Jennifer Messenger-Heilbronner helps her clients motivate
behavior change, affect systems change through shifts
in policy and social norms, establish effective and lasting
partnerships, engage diverse audience groups, and build
strong and successful organizations. She speaks around
the country on public health and social marketing and
loves to learn about emerging issues.
***************************************

AOIFE
MOONEY

***************************************

KENNETH
ORMANDY
Kenneth Ormandy is a designer at Chloi Inc. There, he
helps to design Harp — the static web server with built-in
preprocessing — and the Harp Platform. He also studies
typography and type design at Emily Carr University in
Vancouver, BC.
Nulpa si te netur recat as aceatem est que molupta tinvelia
sit ea autatium fuga. Facipsandae la istrum suscienti
coremque essed que natio. Nam eseriberae. Sandam es
que parum, untem fugit quiae nulpa veris sunture stibeat
facid quiaerferem quidi corrore voluptatenit et alibusci
name perferum volupta dipsam ese sinciun tisqui dolorer
uptati aut omnis ut magniaesed magnam sit es es earitempore deriasitio offictiae doloris.
***************************************

Aoife Mooney is a graphic and typeface designer, originally
from Ireland and currently hailing from Kent, Ohio. She is
an Assistant Professor at Kent State University teaching
courses in graphic and typographic design, and a freelance
typeface designer for the New York-based Hoefler & Co.
(previously Hoefler & Frere-Jones) type foundry, where
she worked as a full-time typeface designer for three
years, before relocating in 2013. She teaches type-design
workshops as part of the traveling Crafting Type group,
and works as a freelance graphic designer for a range of
organizations. She holds a BA in Visual Communications
from Dublin Institute of Technology, and an MA in Typeface
Design from the University of Reading.
***************************************

CORINNE
NAKAMURARYBAK
Corinne Nakamura-Rybak is an award-winning designer.
She has two decades of experience building brands and
designing successful campaigns. Projects include branding and environmental design for USDA Forest Service
— Pacific Northwest Region, branding for American Public
Health Association, campaign development for New Seasons Market, and statewide outreach collateral for Cover
Oregon.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

HRANT
PAPAZIAN
Hrant Papazian is an Armenian native of Lebanon; his
perspective on written communication was formed at the
crossroads of three competing visual cultures. He now
lives in Los Angeles. A recipient of type design awards from
Critique magazine, Granshan and Creative Review, Hrant
has received commissions from Agfa, IKEA, Disney, UCLA,
the Israel Postal Authority, Microsoft, TeX Users Group and
Liverpool University. He has delivered numerous conference presentations from Boston to Bangkok.
***************************************

ASHLEY JOHN
PIGFORD
Ashley John Pigford is an interaction designer interrogating relationships between technology, materials and
experience. His cross-disciplinary and highly collaborative
design/art work involves a wide range of media experiences. He is Associate Professor of Interaction and Graphic
Design at the University of Delaware.
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CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYEE
Si con num Kickstarter campaign inum vel et, que volupta
doubling as a dolupta testium nimped ut omnim si ditatur
accuptas eume perchil laboresedi volorest, occusti corionseque sere, omnit dolut quati ommolorem fugia dipient
harchitae pliquo quia nonsequ iberfernam?
***************************************

JEFF
PULASKI
A life-long Kansan, Jeff Pulaski was born and raised in
Newton, Kansas. He earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
from Wichita State University in 1990 and a Master of Fine
Arts in Visual Communication from Kansas State University
in 2008. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Graphic
Design at Wichita State University. In addition to his teaching duties, he is an active letterpress lecturer, printer and
collector. He has spoken internationally at various conferences including CAA in Chicago, TypeCon in Los Angeles,
and ATypi in Dublin, Ireland. His letterpress collection has
grown to weigh in at nearly 10 tons and includes various
platen and cylinder presses, a Prouty Power Press newspaper press, a Model 31 Linotype, and large assortment of
metal and wooden type.
***************************************

KRISTA
RADOEVA
Krista Radoeva is focused on type design and typography with a strong emphasis on history. Her inspiration is
gleaned from the relationships between language, history,
typography and experimentation. Krista graduated from the
Type and Media course at The Royal Academy of Art in The
Hague and holds a Bachelor of Arts in Graphic Design from
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design. Currently
based in London, she has been working as a freelancer on
various type and lettering projects, involving multilingual
type design and is also researching Cyrillic script.
SPEAKER INFORMATION

***************************************

STEPHEN
RAPP
Stephen began studying calligraphy and lettering in the
1980s. In 1997, he was a recipient of the Hermann Zapf
Scholarship Award. In 2000, Stephen began to work as a
lettering artist and type designer for American Greetings
and in 2010 started his own studio. His work has been featured in Letter Arts Review, Bound & Lettered, Scripsit, Modern Mark Making, Communication Arts, and Hand2Type. He’s
taught classes and workshops on calligraphy and lettering
and has served as faculty member for both International
Lettering Arts Conferences and TypeCon. His type designs
have garnered numerous awards including Typographica’s
Best of 2008, the Type Directors Club 2009 Excellence
in Type Design Award, and most recently inclusion in the
Communication Arts Typography Annual 2.
***************************************

DAVID
JONATHAN
ROSS
Hailing from Southern California, David started drawing
type during his time at Hampshire College in Western Massachusetts. There he began a handful of designs, including
a text and display series for the student newspaper and a
funky Wild West font called Manicotti. He joined The Font
Bureau in 2007, where he draws letters of all shapes and
sizes for custom and retail typeface designs. He strives to
build useful tools that challenge designers to confront the
unique visual and technical demands of their text. From
reversed stress slab serifs of the 19th century to Art Deco
sans serifs of the 20th, he ransacks forgotten and pigeonholed lettering styles and searches for new approaches to
the same old alphabet REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .
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***************************************

ROB
SAUNDERS
Rob Saunders has been collecting letterforms for over 35
years, while pursuing a career as a designer, teacher, children’s book publisher, and marketing consultant. REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTED He founded Letterform Archive in 2013 to share
his collection with the design community.
***************************************

RAINER
ERICH
SCHEICHELBAUER
Rainer Erich (Eric) Scheichelbauer was born in Vienna and
designs typefaces, works as a digital punchcutter for other
type designers, teaches type design and typography at a
graphic art school, gives type design workshops, translates
Dutch books on typography into German, writes articles,
tutorials, and Python scripts, as well as the Glyphsapp.com
blog and the Glyphs handbook. Eric recently completed
both a philosophy and a Dutch studies degree.
Hendior ehenisi mporem non ressed quias quasitio. Cus
rae. Nam ducil explab int liae nisque ilit volestrum autatet
et la sandiat ecepro et aut fugita voluptas natium sitaquia
vendios dolut provit, consequas dolupta tecae. Itatio. Itate
prendi offictus rese laudandus alicaecupta qui doluptus.

***************************************

DEBI
SEMENTELLI
A lettering artist for the past 25 years, Debi’s work has
ranged from wedding envelopes, invitations and signage,
custom logos, large posters, and themed signs for events.
Always looking to improve her skills, she’s studied with a
variety of Master Penmen and internationally known professionals. In 2011, she began turning her calligraphy styles
into fonts. Two of them — Belluccia and Cantoni — were
recognized as Most Popular Fonts for 2011 and 2013.
Debi works out of her home studio in Dallas, Texas.
***************************************

DUSTIN
SENOS
Dustin is passionate about creating rewarding interactions
between humans and technology. He believe in paper prototyping, quick iterations, and empathizing with customers. He works at Medium as a Product Designer. He leaves
himself breadcrumbs on Twitter at @dustin.
***************************************

SANG-DUCK
SEO

***************************************

GEORG
SEIFERT
Bauhaus University graduate Georg Seifert (b. 1978 in Halle
an der Saale, Germany) is a type designer and a software
developer. His typeface families Graublau Sans and Graublau Slab have become international bestsellers. He also
designed the signage and type for the new Berlin Airport.
He is best known for the font editor Glyphs, released in
2011. Seifert lives and works in Berlin.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

Professor Sang-Duck Seo teaches Graphic Design & Media
at University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) from his over
15 years professional working and teaching backgrounds.
Professor Seo has been named as “Lincy Professor of Art”
— honored by Lincy Foundation Institute in Nevada for outstanding teaching and research in pedagogical initiatives.
His research interest is comprised of a variety of topics in
design education and visual communication. He is currently pursuing Ph.D in HCI (Human Computer Interaction) at
Iowa State University.
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***************************************

NICK
SHERMAN
Nick Sherman is a typographer and typographic consultant
based in New York City. He works at Font Bureau and Webtype promoting typefaces for print and digital media.
He is a co-founder of Fonts In Use and a columnist at A
List Apart. He serves on the board of directors for the Type
Directors Club as well as the artistic board for the Hamilton Wood Type & Printing Museum. He is both a graduate
of and consultant for the Type@Cooper typeface design
program at Cooper Union.
Nick graduated with honors from the Graphic Design program at MassArt in Boston, where he also taught undergraduate typography and letterpress printing. He previously
worked at MyFonts, directing the web design and promotional material for the world’s largest collection of fonts.
Nick is an active member in the Society of Printers, ATypI,
and American Printing History Association. Originally from
Cape Cod, he is also a skateboarder, REDACTEDXXXXXX ,
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXX , REDACTED , REDACTEDXXXXXXXX ,
REDACTEDXXXXXX , pizza enthusiast, printer, musician, and
classic horror film buff.
***************************************

NICK SHINN

***************************************

MARK
SIMONSON
Mark Simonson is an independent typeface designer and
font developer who works out of his home studio in St.
Paul, Minnesota. He occasionally takes lettering assignments and font commissions and very occasionally writes.
Most of his time is spent making new typefaces for the
retail font market.
***************************************

GABRIEL
SOLOMONS
Gabriel Solomons is both a practicing graphic designer and
senior lecturer at the Bristol School of Creative Arts. Alongside working with design clients, he has been responsible
for developing a number of trade publications that cover
areas of film, design, fandom and fashion — all of which
aim to further our understanding of collaborative practice
and explore the wider influence of creativity in society.
Alongside lecturing, he is currently innovation manager
and book series editor at Intellect, a UK based publisher
specialising in the fields of creative practice and popular
culture. His current projects include both editing and art directing the World Film Locations book series that explores
the relationship between the city and cinema and Fan
Phenomena, a book series that decodes icons of popular
culture.
***************************************

Canadian type designer Nick Shinn, R.G.D. was born in
London, England in 1952, and acquired a Dip.AD in Fine
Art (1974) from Leeds Polytechnic, Yorkshire. He lived in
Toronto from 1976 to 2009, REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXX before moving to Orangeville, 60 km
north of that city. During the 1980s he worked in advertising as an art director, before going digital in 1989 with the
Shinn Design studio, which specialized in publication and
marketing design. Between 1980 and 1998 he designed
typefaces for a variety of foundries, going into the font
business full time in 1998 with Shinntype. He has written for Applied Arts, Codex, Druk, Eye, Graphic Exchange,
Marketing and Typographic, spoken at the ATypI, TypeCon,
and TYPO Berlin and TYPO San Francisco conferences, and
taught at Humber College and York University in Toronto.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

CHRISTOPHER
SLYE
Icid quamus. Giam sequi reribus eumendi doloresto molorit
faccus dolor alitaturi ommolorit earcipsandi catharsis of
narrative acea consed questioning et aut volupta quiatem
di rem reius sapersped et eatur, comnien desedio tem estrum fuga. Icae ipsa velique nonet facipit molendam quias
nimpora verferum reptatus.
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***************************************

MICHAEL
STINSON
Michael Stinson and Rachel Elnar are co-founders of both
Ramp Creative and TypeEd.
After running Ramp Creative for ten years, Michael observed that typography was no longer being taught with
the level of detail in which he learned it (when type was
sent out for galleys). Rachel noticed that most of the foundation classes were being replaced with software classes.
So TypeEd was born.
Henda nis suntiae parciasinte offictibust venda dis eius, si
dolupti orercit ut quae voluptione peribea que volest fugit
volupta spidis de ime es pe rerit omnis etureseque plist,
occum ulpa que sum, venis int im dem raere is quas dus
eum num quatur? Comnim voluptat omnis aut ut alitate
mperae volum, vereper ciditemque nimil ius quid mintium,
culparum quaspis eos duscil et aborerc hicipiet fuga. Abo.
Ramp Creative’s work has been recognized by industry
organizations including Communication Arts, Graphis, and
Type Directors Club. In 2008, both partners were named
as Graphic Design USA’s “People to Watch.” Michael has
lectured on typography at USC and College of the Canyons.
Rachel has been an adjunct faculty member on interactive
design at Art Center College of Design, Cal Poly Pomona
and Cal State LA.
***************************************

SUMNER
STONE
Sumner Stone is a type designer, type founder, author, and
teacher. From 1984–1989 he was Director of Typography
for Adobe Systems where he conceived and implemented
Adobe’s typographic program including the Adobe Originals. In 1990 he founded Stone Type Foundry Inc., now
located in Rumsey, California. The Foundry has produced
a variety of prize-winning typefaces as well as custom
type designs.
As a teacher Mr. Stone has conducted many calligraphy
and typography classes at several institutions. Over the
past few years, Sumner has taught several different courses and type workshops as well as giving lectures in the
Type@Cooper program at Cooper Union.
SPEAKER INFORMATION

***************************************

DANA
TANAMACHIWILLIAMS
Dana Tanamachi-Williams is a Texas-bred, Brooklyn-based
graphic designer and letterer who enjoys living a quiet
life and working with her hands. After designing Broadway show posters at SpotCo and working under Louise
Fili, Dana opened her own design and lettering boutique,
Tanamachi Studio. She has been commissioned by clients
such as Google, Yahoo!, Rugby Ralph Lauren, The Ace Hotel,
Tommy Hilfiger, West Elm, and Bloomingdale’s. In 2011, she
was named a Young Gun (YG9) by the Art Directors Club
and a Young Creative to Watch by HOW Magazine. In 2012,
Dana had the unique honor of creating custom cover art
for O, HOW, and Time magazines, as well as an exclusive
product line for Target in late 2013.
***************************************

TRICIA
TREACY
Tricia Treacy is the founder of the letterpress design studio, Pointed Press — a nexus for collaborative and creative
practices in design/typography/printmaking arenas since
2000. She was the co-initiater (with Ashley John Pigford)
of the international and collaborative, Vista Sans Wood
Type Project.
She has taught graphic design, letterpress and book arts at
the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Delaware
and the Mason Gross School of the Arts. Tricia is currently an Assistant Professor of Design at Appalachian State
University in North Carolina. Her work has been exhibited
extensively and is in collections here and abroad.
Cuscient laboritiunt voluptati conseque vendem. Modicid
moluptas aceped ma volorepudia coreped quam as maionec taerorr umendio nsedis ea deligni dunt doluptatur?
Quia ped molum volupta.
Coremos pos eumquiatur ratiorem qui to qui aut harundi
gnatur, iuntibusam, occum ut faceat quid unt inctate mporesto to invellor adi aruptat urecati num velecte sequatias
aliciendebis aut eos con non enimodi gendae pro omnit
aut voluptaturem renis coresti oreserro blabore quia in
pello evelest dollessim ilit faciistoria nullorrum quossimi,
ipsamus.
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***************************************

LIRON LAVI
TURKENICH
Liron Lavi Turkenich is an Israeli designer. After graduating
from Shenkar College of Design in Tel Aviv, she traveled to
the UK to study an MA in Typeface design at the University
of Reading. She has researched the relation between the
popular Hebrew typeface Frank Rühl and Monotype as her
MA dissertation.
The Aravrit project — combining Hebrew and Arabic to one
type system — received many positive responses and publicity. She finds great interest in multilingual design, and
specialises in Hebrew and Amharic. In addition to design,
Liron writes in several platforms, participates in exhibitions
and shares her knowledge and experiences in lectures
and workshops internationally. Liron loves traveling around
the world, finding hidden culinary gems and searching for
treasures in dusty archives.

***************************************

MILA
WALDECK
Fluxus editions have been the main area of research of
Mila Waldeck in her ongoing MA (Res) program of Typography and Graphic Communication, University of Reading,
UK. She was previously Art Director of Vogue Brazil, having
redesigned the magazine. For this project, Mila commissioned type designer Ian Party to create the typeface
Vogue Brasil, based on Roman du Roi and Sang Bleu. She
has also redesigned publications that range from in-flight
magazines to catalogues about classical music.
***************************************

SPECIAL
AGENT

***************************************

GUY
VILLA JR.
Guy Villa Jr holds a BFA in Graphic Design and Photography
from the University of Illinois at Chicago. He founded Guy
Villa Design, a firm whose focus is editorial and identity
design for not-for-profit organizations, start-ups, and small
businesses. Additionally, he teaches at Columbia College
Chicago and DePaul University. He has been recognized
as a Platinum Winner in Graphis Letterhead 7 and by UCDA,
the Creativity International Awards, Print Magazine, Print
Retrospectives, GDUSA Annual and GDUSA Inhouse. He
lectures at international conferences, including the 2011
Design Principles and Practices Conference (Rome) and
the 2013 Conference on the Image (Chicago). Recently, he
began chairing the STA Design Inspiration Weekend, an
annual lecture series of The Society of Typographic Arts.

Abo. Imus aut ennui ex essi cum aut ommoluptati dus
rendebis exerum rerum inctur arum eos aut aut res et
maio. Nam veliquae dolendis es accus maionectat volupta tecearibus maiorepuda voloriam dolorum sus qui bero
ipiendiam fugit ari tem illendu cillaturit, et volupta desequo
bea reinterpretation of Futura vellupt aturenit labo. Sit est
et eaquosae dolo snap off serifs landit utest, qui in pe reperovit militat hil il et, corae sae labo.
***************************************

BRIAN
WARREN

Ceptatus et et dolorem et pe quaerfere a inustia sitio dolestendit pro mollor adis qui dolorer ionsequas enecus qui
occum, nos explam, ut assunt, tem quod quamus mo eatium doluptur am, quunturerum fuga. Mus velliquo deriandist,
ut reris il idellorum et omnitestrum sam sit modio maximus
idus sum voluptae. Hic tem earchil et quiae desequaturem
id moluptat eat.

Brian is a designer with nearly 20 years of experience designing, building, and writing for the web. For several years,
he ran his own shop, Be Good Not Bad in Colorado, and in
2009 joined up with Happy Cog in Philadelphia. These days
you can find Brian in sunny Seattle, as Creative Director
at Tagboard. Brian has worked with clients big and small including Fonts.com, McGraw-Hill, They Might Be Giants, and
Mozilla. When he’s not geeking out about typography, Brian
often is finding something analog to be excited about. This
usually involves brewing beer, doing crossfit, and best of
all, hanging out with his family.

SPEAKER INFORMATION
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***************************************

JIM WASCO

Jim Wasco, a second-generation lettering artist, began his
lifelong passion for lettering at the age of 12. REDACTED
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX His father taught him
calligraphy, letter spacing, proportions and balance. It
was this knowledge, along with his illustration skills, that
formed the fundamentals for the California-based graphic
design business he founded in 1974. Jim transitioned to
designing type on computers in 1986, and was a member
of the typographic staff at Adobe Systems for 13 years. Jim
is currently a senior type designer at Monotype. In 2010 his
type design, Elegy, won an award at the Type Directors Club
in New York.
***************************************

JULIAN
WATERS
Second generation lettering designer Julian Waters
studied extensively with legendary calligrapher and type
designer Hermann Zapf, who chose Julian to succeed him
at RIT. Julian’s clients include U.S. Postal Service, National Geographic, along with many agencies and memorials.
His typefaces include Adobe Waters Titling Pro family and
“ThJefferson” for Monticello. In the 1990s, Waters taught
typography at Corcoran School of Art in Washington, DC. In
2001, he was invited to be part of the “Zapfest” exhibition,
San Francisco. Waters has taught over 100 workshops for
lettering professionals in Canada, USA, UK, Europe, Australia, Hong Kong, and Japan. He has taught several times at
Cooper Union, NY and digital font design at Wells College,
NY. Awards include Type Directors Club, Print, Graphis, and
his work is widely published.
Gernihi caequam fuidet facto es hem in Etraequi pulem
Patus et vivermium sa poptiam, sil hos et; nosta que feria
que poptemerfeci sena, nos vere con te cons Mae anu me
dest? Umenihil hacturo ximolia mquis, que nonsum dius
ignone prebuntis co poentrae caetort emnius fachum nem
opotil viveris elinerit acit. morem atum Patus cerit. Facchuce consu condiis.

SPEAKER INFORMATION

***************************************

TERRANCE
WEINZIERL
Terrance Weinzierl is a type designer working with Monotype, and he’s been exclusively designing typefaces and
lettering since 2008. Along with the font development
team at Monotype, he’s worked on fonts for Microsoft, Google, and Barnes & Noble, as well as various design firms,
ad agencies, and publishers. When not working on custom
fonts, Terrance fills out his professional practice by doing
calligraphy, lettering, and letterpress. He recently attended
the type design short course at the University of Reading,
where he focused on Greek and Cyrillic scripts.
Rori inemnostilla morteliciem iam tast viribus fin sissis.
Opublis, quidii pessis nonclese audericitid mante in hos
telis estemulium prox nondien arehem furioca tarterum
pariam nos obsenimpli, se audeto egeri publi, con sentes re
non ta tatruro, senicae caessus? Iptente corti, temunte, sin
hoctor plissero controrditus egit.
***************************************

GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTOR
Ihilia eorei sentius conves culinclus; et, quos commorude
ena, fir audam pulestesid mo hoc, Catus audesse nducentius, perox mei tarionsimur. Ad inexpensive minimalism
consuam potem ubliussica pecipimoraes sullariosta nos
iae invo, quid movid consum ellarei pontervis, Cupime mus.
Ro, ne iaet, comandes? Palatia nos At aurnicum Romnes
vici iam et; hum and quam rem atus inarbi Helvetica killer
tus bon scerfin ta rei consuliis. Habus rehemquasdam
perum tium aut ad senatiam ignonsuliusa accipte con
re, octus con sen hacio sustainable font essimus factum
intimusque nonsilius pos ta, consimi hilici pro factum a
remorte essidie nimmort emponit. It, num et dum octorum
vil ut facienat adentia L. Castrimus, quostra quam testius
consid intestiquam nis; ingulium dienat nit, noximus.
Ox me poris fatato incum condium occiis. Ser ublicie
natqua dint. Omandiis cus, pre ponfectam pri fuemusul
veresse global orteris cus. Sigit. Cupio, silne et; Catu con
se turnunum P. Gra pontistanum di, dendam non vite audam
ia ego is huitat, nost Castem adducia? Eme niritis sedi int.
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***************************************

MARCIN
WICHARY

***************************************
NOTES

Marcin Wichary is a designer and developer working at
Medium in San Francisco. Prior to Medium, Marcin spent a
year as a fellow at Code for America, helping with criminal
justice technology and bringing urban design closer to
people. Before that, he’s been at Google for over 7 years
working on search, Chrome, REDACTED and Google doodle
teams. He holds degrees in computer science and human-computer interaction. He designed his first typeface
in 1995 and he’s very glad he lost all the files in a subsequent hard drive crash, because boy, it didn’t look very
good.
***************************************

XANDRA
ZAMORA
Having the good fortune to travel extensively while growing
up, no matter where life takes her, Xandra always feels at
home with the letters A-Z. Educated in the United States
and England, she worked in the corporate world for many
years. Self-taught until discovering the Society for Calligraphy in Los Angeles, Xandra has since had the good fortune
to study with some of the world’s foremost calligraphic
artists. With training and experience in nearly every calligraphic hand, she specializes and excels in pointed pen
lettering. With the launch of her calligraphy business in
1998, Xandra provides calligraphy and design services from
her studio in Los Angeles, California, and teaches classes
nationally and internationally.

SPEAKER INFORMATION
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MyFonts®
Home to thousands
of font foundries,
each with their own
story to tell.

myfonts.com
Read the prospectus: myfonts.us/sell

/* We like
it when you
make good
fonts. */
Webtype was built by type
lovers for type lovers. Since
2010, we’ve worked with
independent foundries to
regularly release optimized
fonts for the web. And now
we’re building an improved
workflow, from glyph to
screen, to help even more
type designers do what they
do best. Let’s talk.

Better fonts for better
websites. @Webtype

i

next.fontshop.com
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the world’s best font converter
is also the easiest to use.

contact: wearebuild.com * @wearebuild *****
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TransType 4
Many formats. One tool.
Color fonts. Web fonts. Everything.
US$97 for Mac OS X and Windows.

For better fonts.

Find cheap fonts, faster.

Selling graphic prints & wares from Build *

contact: bybuildshop.com * @build_shop ****

Fonts are expensive, and thanks to costly OpenType “features,” they’re
only going to cost more. That’s why 90%OFF® believes in finding you
the cheapest fonts availble. We monitor the font distributors for sales,
so you don’t have to! Sign up at www.90%OFF.com today.

the finest typefaces
FOR WEBSITES & WEB APPS
Talk to us about licensing your fonts for use on
the web. Fontdeck makes it easy, secure, fair and
very rewarding.
More info and contact details:
fontdeck.com/about
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The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) is an
international not-for-profit organization dedicated to
the promotion, study, and support of type, its history and
development, its use in the world of print and digital
imagery, its designers, and its admirers.
SOTA CHARTER
The Society of Typographic Aficionados exists for the
affordable education of its members and participants; to
further the development of type, typographical information and typography; and to appreciate on multiple levels
the attributes of type, typography, design, the book arts,
and calligraphy.
Furthermore, SOTA is committed to sponsoring relevant
topics in pursuit of these goals through an annual conference (TypeCon), held in a different host city each year.
***************************************
THE SOTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Executive Officers
Christopher Slye, Adobe — Chair
Juliet Shen, School of Visual Concepts —
Vice Chair & Secretary
Neil Summerour, Positype, Swash & Kern — Treasurer
Members of the Board
Corey Holms, Corey Holms Design
Grant Hutchinson, Typostrophe & Butter Label
Frank J. Martinez, Esq., The Martinez Group
Sharon Oiga, UIC School of Design
Mary Catherine Pflug, Rollins College & TypeSisters
Erik Vorhes, Facebook
Delve Withrington, Delve Fonts
Ex Officio
Matthew Carter, Carter & Cone
James Grieshaber, Typeco
Allan Haley, Monotype
REDACTEDXXXXXXXXXX
Richard Kegler, P22 Type Foundry
David Pankow, Rochester Institute of Technology
Professor Hermann Zapf
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Conference Identity Design
Build
Animations
Three Bear Theory
Production & Collateral
Corey Holms
Grant Hutchinson
Christopher Slye
Website, Communications
Grant Hutchinson
Sponsorship
Delve Withrington
Education Forum
Juliet Shen
Sharon Oiga
Neil Summerour
SOTA Store
Grant Hutchinson
Volunteer Manager
Mary Catherine Pflug
TypeGallery
Delve Withrington
Audio/Visual Director
JP Porter, Shoot the Moon
2014 SOTA Typography Award Judges
Stephen Coles
Paul Hunt
Shelley Gruendler
Tiffany Wardle
Erik Vorhes
2014 Catalyst Award Judges
Jill Bell
Yvette Rutledge
Mamoun Sakkal
Jim Wasco
Special Thanks
AIGA DC
Joseph Alessio
Bill Berkson
Adam Blanchette
Matthew Carter
Stephen Coles
Jan Conradi
REDACTED REDACT
DC Creative Guild
John Downer
Lily Feinberg
Xerxes Irani, Fairgoods
Brian Jaramillo
Akira Kobayashi
Chris Lozos
Jason Mannix
Lindsay Mannix
Marlo Muscutt
Michael Place
David Ramos
Carolyn Sewell
Nick Sherman
Sara Sobkowiak
Nahid Tootoonchi
Gavin Wade
Carol Wahler

Legendary type design before digital.
And after.
Bringing Eric Gill’s hand-sketched drawings
to life online required an equally meticulous
obsession with detail, and Monotype’s Edge™
tuning technology. How will you build your next
masterpiece as tools move from pencil to pixel?

Colophon
Typeface: Maison Neue, designed by Timo Gaessner
of Milieu Grotesque.

monotype.com/typereinvented

Printing by Blanchette Press, Richmond, British Columbia, Canada.
Thanks to Angus R. Shamal for providing ARS Maquette
for TypeCon.com.
© 2014 The Society of Typographic Aficionados, Inc. All rights reserved.
All trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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